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From pmlofft at comcast.net Sat Aug 2 16:56:31 2014
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick Lofft)
Date: Sat, 2 Aug 2014 13:56:31 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
Message-ID: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of
genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010 macro.
Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired order of
the index.
However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that are in
the format: given_name(s) surname.
I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
Regards, Patrick
From genbook at gmail.com Sat Aug 2 21:04:02 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 2 Aug 2014 21:04:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
In-Reply-To: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
References: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXd15BRKsL196M_fqXoP1MO_kdjfne11--rKDuAJig8uQ@mail.gmail.com>
I actually did that in Word about 25 years ago (really!) Must have been
Word One back then, It does work, but it takes a long time. Of course
today's computers are orders of magnitude faster. When we would run 600 or
so names it would take about 6 hours. Just a thought - would it not be
easier to type it into a spreadsheet and then resort that way (using one
cell for name and one for surname)? Or even get a cheap flat file database
and do it that way?
On Sat, Aug 2, 2014 at 4:56 PM, Patrick Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of
genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010 macro.
Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired order of
the index.
However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that are in
the format: given_name(s) surname.
I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
Regards, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140802/97098529/
attachment.html>
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Mon Aug 4 09:36:33 2014
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Mon, 04 Aug 2014 09:36:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
In-Reply-To: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
References: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Hi Patrick,
What's I'd try to do is save the Word document as a txt file, then open it in Excel
and use the Excel wizard to import it with
the first and last name in separate columns. Then you could reverse the two and
resave as a txt file and open it in Word.
You'd have to do some cleanup going in both directions, but it might work.
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
On 2 Aug 2014, Patrick Lofft wrote:
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I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of
genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010
macro.
Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired
order of
the index.
However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that
are in
the format: given_name(s) surname.
I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
Regards, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov Mon Aug 4 09:37:43 2014
From: Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov (Picciano, Carolyn)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 09:37:43 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] History and Genealogy Unit at the Connecticut State
Library will be closed for renovation
In-Reply-To: <53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
References: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
<53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Message-ID: <7A5D521CE1E0BC4BB38E4D4611B33168026822CA1297@DOITEX801.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
The History and Genealogy Reading Room at the Connecticut State Library will be
closed August 15 through September 5 for renovations. However, from August 19th
through September 3 the public will be able to access most library and archival
materials. Use of Secured Collections, Archives, and Offsite Materials will be
limited to between 11 am and 3 pm from August 19 and September 3. The reading room
will undergo extensive renovations to include new carpeting, painting, electrical
work for enhanced computer usage and installing walls around the archival reading
area for greater security. Also, the hallway will be reconfigured creating a new
entrance to the Reading Room and new photocopy area.
The newly renovated History and Genealogy reading room is scheduled to re-open on
Saturday, September 6, 2014. For more information please contact the History and
Genealogy department at (860) 757-6580.
Carolyn M. Picciano
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
860-757-6580

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bill Teschek
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 9:37 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
Hi Patrick,
What's I'd try to do is save the Word document as a txt file, then open it in Excel
and use the Excel wizard to import it with the first and last name in separate
columns. Then you could reverse the two and resave as a txt file and open it in
Word.
You'd have to do some cleanup going in both directions, but it might work.
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
On 2 Aug 2014, Patrick Lofft wrote:
> I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of
> genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
>
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>
>
>

To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010
macro.
Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired
order of the index.
However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that are
in the format: given_name(s) surname.
I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
Regards, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dwilson at ahsgr.org Mon Aug 4 09:54:22 2014
From: dwilson at ahsgr.org (Diane Wilson)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 08:54:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Question About Book Scanners
Message-ID: <004d01cfafeb$989b3e80$c9d1bb80$@ahsgr.org>
Julie,

Thanks for your response to my question! I did subscribe to Dick Eastman's
blog. I learned about the different types of scanners but still need to
research some more.

Thanks Again,
Diane Wilson

It looks like Dick Eastman has a new article on scanners, etc. via his
"Plus Edition" newsletter.

Might be worth it to subscribe!

http://blog.eogn.com/2014/07/27/scanning-old-books/

Cheers,
Julie

> Hello,
> Our library is planning to purchase a book scanner in order to digitize
> 1000+ books and also journals. We have received some promotional
> materials for a Fujitsu SV600 Scan Snap Book Scanner and are looking
> at having an on-site demonstration of that machine. This scanner sells
for
> between $600-800, from what I can tell.

>I have only used a book scanner a few times, at a university library, and
> do not remember much about the machine or the experience. Does
> anyone have any recommendations or observations regarding purchasing
> a book scanner, either this one or another?

>Thank you,
> Diane Wilson
> Librarian
> American Historical Society of Germans from Russia

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From eburke at sals.edu Mon Aug 4 11:07:47 2014
From: eburke at sals.edu (Burke,Erica)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 15:07:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Penitentiary records
Message-ID: <649E33F6138073408AF6ECB235B0223B4C360E15@Postal2.sals.edu>
Date: Tue, 29 Jul 2014 17:35:47 -0400
From: "Witt, Gretchen B." <Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Penitentiary research
Message-ID:
<9B2237C5F9B08943A78721B8EB1AEBA004ADAC34 at is01s063.rowannc.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

I have a patron whose great-grandfather from Gilmore County, Georgia was
sent to the New York Federal Penitentiary in Buffalo around 1882.
Andrew Jackson "Jack" Bearden was sentenced for 2 years but later
pardoned by Chester A. Arthur. The story goes that he was a participant
in a group of about 20 men in burning down a "revenuers" house after
that man identified several members of the community has having stills.
Our questions would be - What resources are there for penitentiary
records? And why would he have been sent to New York from Georgia?
She'd like to get a little bit of an idea of the truth of this
situation.
Thanks for any help.
Gretchen
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov
Rowan Public Library
201 W. Fisher Street
Salisbury, NC 28144
704-216-8232
Hi Gretchen,
If the "revenuers" were Federal officers, the case would have been a federal, not a
state, case. Then the person convicted could be sent to any Federal Penitentiary.
I researched a man from New York who was convicted in Nevada (ca. 1912) and served
his sentence in Washington state. His records were at the National Archives branch
in Seattle. I don't know how the Federal system decided where to send people. I
know of a man convicted in Maine in the 1950s who served his sentence at Lewisburg
in Pennsylvania.
So I would suggest trying the National Archives, for prison records and also for
records of Presidential pardons. Also Gilmore County, Georgia, newspapers for the
era. The incident and the trial should certainly have been newsworthy at the time.
Good luck!
Erica Wolfe Burke
Archivist and Special Collections Librarian
The Folklife Center at Crandall Public Library
Glens Falls, NY 12838
eburke at sals.edu<mailto:eburke at sals.edu>

To report this message as spam, offensive, or if you feel you have received this in
error,
please send e-mail to abuse at sals.edu including the entire contents and subject
of the message.
It will be reviewed by staff and acted upon appropriately.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Mon Aug 4 13:08:39 2014
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 13:08:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Binding Services
Message-ID: <062201cfb006$be38a770$3aa9f650$@andersonlibrary.org>
I have several books that need to be sent to a bindery.
favorite binding service that they use?

Does anyone have a

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140804/4e96b5ce/
attachment.html>
From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Mon Aug 4 13:19:50 2014
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 17:19:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NC Digital Collections - Beta Redesign - Please let us
know what you think
Message-ID: <A92BBB61D74BA04A9451F0E547E4E80036F8328A@NCWWDITMXMBX35.ad.ncmail>
Hello!
We are excited to be demoing a beta redesign for the North Carolina Digital
Collections website (http://www.digital.ncdcr.gov), and we'd like to get your
feedback!
Whether you are a frequent user of the Digital Collections, or this will be your

first time, we'd like to invite you to head over to the beta site and explore. Love
it? Hate it? You can give us feedback via the survey form linked at the top. We'd
love to hear your thoughts! Here is the link to the beta site:
http://digital.ncdcr.gov/cdm/demo.
The survey will be up through August 13th. The North Carolina Digital Collections
contain over 90,000 historic and recent photographs, state government publications,
manuscripts, and other resources on topics related to North Carolina. The
Collections are free and full-text searchable, and bring together content from the
State Archives of North Carolina (http://www.ncdcr.gov/archives/Home.aspx) and the
State Library of North Carolina (http://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/).
Thank you in advance and please share with your patrons and colleagues.
Besy,
Rebecca
Rebecca Hyman, Reference and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
NC Dept. of Cultural Resources
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4641
Telephone: (919) 807-7454 Fax: (919) 733-5679
Email: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
Visit our blog at: http://www.ghlblog.org<http://www.ghlblog.org/>
Visit us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/ncpedia
Visit us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ncghl
[slnc-logo-150-wide]
[NCDCRlogo_EMAIL_SIGNATURE]
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to NC Public Records
Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state
official.
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Mon Aug 4 14:12:09 2014
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 14:12:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Binding Services
References: <062201cfb006$be38a770$3aa9f650$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B3133B45D0DD1E44B3A214D73FD6B26120FB63@tmcpldc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
Laura,
I am not sure if you want to ship them this far, but I have used the Ohio Bookstore
http://ohiobookstore.net/ for a number of books. They do a great job . . .
although b/c they are good they have a backlog, so it does take awhile.
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082

pkennedy at tmcpl.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Laura Holden
Sent: Mon 8/4/2014 1:08 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Binding Services
I have several books that need to be sent to a bindery.
favorite binding service that they use?

Does anyone have a

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
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From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Aug 4 14:32:19 2014
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 14:32:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NC marriage
Message-ID: <CAAwgk_pn7MhLHwxFR4sv6qOzhyEX1C2mE8Ufo56+efYHw90rpQ@mail.gmail.com>
Kelsey,
As others have said, Dillon, SC is a prime place to try.
our area went to Emporia, VA to elope.

Also, folks from

And, as someone else said, the marriage records on Family Search for NC are
great.
If the above strikes out and there wasn't a newspaper report, your patron
may be stuck with the county by county search. Or oral history - anyone
still alive who would know?
As well as surrounding counties, they may have gone to the beach. I had a
patron just the other day whose parents were from the Piedmont area but he
found the license in the New Bern/Morehead City area. :)
Good luck!
Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.

*CG and Certified Genealogist are proprietary service marks of the Board
for Certification of Genealogists and are used under license by
Board-certified genealogists after periodic genealogical competency
evaluations. The Board name is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.*
Hello,
We have a customer who is trying to find a marriage license for her
parents, who were married in 1939. Both of her parents were from North
Carolina, with her mother being from Franklin County and her father being
from Columbus County. She has their marriage date from the family Bible,
but the Bible does not list the location of the marriage. She has checked
in Columbus County and Franklin County for a marriage record, but was

unable to find one.
Does anyone have any suggestions for finding a marriage record? The only
thing I could think of is to check in all surrounding counties, which could
be a very long process.
Thanks,
Kelsey
Kelsey B. Edwards
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301
910-483-7727 ext 1360
CCPL&IC: 2012 National Medal for Museum and Library Services
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From tneel at ogs.org Mon Aug 4 14:43:39 2014
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 14:43:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Binding Services
In-Reply-To: <062201cfb006$be38a770$3aa9f650$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <062201cfb006$be38a770$3aa9f650$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <001d01cfb014$028d8fa0$07a8aee0$@ogs.org>
We use HFGroup.com for just the basic no frills library binding. I see they
have an office in Browns Summit NC.
Tom Neel, Library Director
Ohio Genealogical Society

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura Holden
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 1:09 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Binding Services

I have several books that need to be sent to a bindery.
favorite binding service that they use?

Does anyone have a

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140804/9ef57cf9/
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Aug 4 16:17:42 2014
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 20:17:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (August 2014)
In-Reply-To: <EXCHANGE2ZTuurQyRF900017c33@exchange2.pwc.ad>
References: <EXCHANGE2ZTuurQyRF900017c33@exchange2.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD1101B01DAE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
August 2014

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx>.

Please note that we are now closed on Sundays until September.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings.

Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by

the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit
eNotifications/subscribe<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/
subscribe.aspx> and select Library ? What?s New in RELIC. Unless otherwise
stated, all these programs will take place at the community room at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to
90 minutes. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2
at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
For details see RELIC
Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELICPrograms.aspx>.

August 14, 11 a.m. ? Tracing American Ancestors before 1850, with Don Wilson
August 26, 7 p.m. ? Tracing American Ancestors before 1850, with Don Wilson
(repeat).
September 11, 11 a.m. ? The DAR Library: Researching the Revolution and Beyond,
with Eric Grundset.
September 20, 7-11 p.m.

? RELIC After Dark, with John Colletta.

$

September 30, 7 p.m. ? Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics, with Tish Como.
October 28, 7 p.m. ? The Men Who Lost America, with author Andrew Jackson O?
Shaughnessy.

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

For a comprehensive list of upcoming genealogical programs scheduled in the
Washington metropolitan area we recommend you see Harold?s List, compiled monthly
by genealogist Harold McClendon of Mount Vernon, Virginia:
http://mvgenealogy.org/PDFs/Upcoming_Genealogy_Events.pdf or email him at haroldm
at erols.com<mailto:haroldm at erols.com> to subscribe.

TRACING AMERICAN ANCESTORS BEFORE 1850
Presented by Don Wilson

Before 1850, the lack of census detail and official vital records can make
genealogy difficult. Your immigrant ancestor may seem to be out of reach.
sources and techniques to overcome that barrier with RELIC?s Don Wilson.

Explore

This free 90-minute program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on

Thursday, August 14, at 11 a.m. and be repeated on Tuesday, August 26, at 7 p.m.
To register please contact RELIC at Relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:Relic2 at
pwcgov.org>, or at (703) 792-4540.

THE DAR LIBRARY: RESEARCHING
THE REVOLUTION AND BEYOND
Presented by Eric Grundset

DAR Library Director Eric Grundset will present a program at Bull Run Regional
Library on Thursday, September 11, 2014, at 11 a.m. describing one of the nation?s
largest collections devoted to genealogy and local history.
Since its founding in 1896, the Daughters of the America Revolution Library has
grown into a specialized collection of American genealogical and historical
manuscripts and publications, as well as powerful on-site databases. The DAR
Library collection contains over 225,000 books, 10,000 research files, thousands of
manuscript items, and special collections related to African American, Native
American, and women?s history, genealogy and culture. Nearly 40,000 family
histories and genealogies comprise a major portion of the book collection, many of
which are unique or available in only a few libraries in the country. The library,
open to all, is located in Washington, D.C. Non-members pay a small research fee.
To register for this free program please contact RELIC at Relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:Relic2 at pwcgov.org>, or at (703) 792-4540.

TENTH ANNUAL ?RELIC AFTER DARK?
WILL FEATURE JOHN PHILIP COLLETTA.

Registration is now open for our fall special event, our tenth annual ?RELIC After
Dark,? to be held on Saturday evening, September 20, 2014, from 7 to 11 p.m., at
Bull Run Regional Library. We?ve engaged nationally known genealogist and popular
speaker John Philip Colletta to return after a five year absence. His topic: ?Is
Any Body There? ? Tracking Ancestral Remains.?
It is a humorous account of some
of his experiences searching for burial places of ancestors, along with lessons on
finding ancestral graves and conducting genealogical research in general. The
event, costing $25 per person, will include a buffet dinner, with assorted
beverages, and allow opportunity to do your own genealogical research using RELIC?s
facilities. Seats are limited, so early registration is highly recommended.
Please make checks out to Prince William County (put ?RELIC After Dark? in the memo
line) and send them to RELIC, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA 20109. Please include a phone number and email address.
Registrations will be accepted in the order that payment is received. Please

contact RELIC staff at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> or 703792-4540 for further information.

GENEALOGY 201:

BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your
family's history.
Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your
family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from
online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books.
RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Tuesday, September 30, at 7:00 p.m.,
at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org>.

SAVE THE DATE:

OCTOBER 28

October 28, 2014, 7 p.m. Lecture by noted author Andrew Jackson O?Shaughnessy on ?
The Men Who Lost America: British Leadership, the American Revolution and the Fate
of the Empire.? This title won Dr. O?Shaughnessy both the 2014 George Washington
Book Prize, which recognizes the year?s best books on the nation?s founding era,
especially those that have the potential to advance broad public understanding of
American history, and the 2014 New York Historical Society?s annual American
history book prize. He is the Vice President of the Thomas Jefferson Foundation,
Saunders Director of the Robert H. Smith International Center for Jefferson Studies
and Professor of History at The University of Virginia.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
Bull Run Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, June to August (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm. Closed Federal holidays. On
September 7 we?ll resume Sunday service, noon-5pm.

#
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From pmlofft at comcast.net Mon Aug 4 18:02:00 2014
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick Lofft)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 15:02:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
In-Reply-To: <53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
References: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
<53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Message-ID: <000d01cfb02f$b7a6b0e0$26f412a0$@comcast.net>
For example:
Pleasanton, Alameda County, California
The Pleasanton Times
Miss Gladys Rose Is Given Shower Monday Afternoon
May 4, 1934, Page Eight, Column 1
Miss Gladys Rose Is Given Shower Monday Afternoon
Miss Gladys Rose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Rose, of Pleasanton, was
honored at a shower given at the home of her parents on Rose avenue Monday
afternoon.
The shower was given by Mrs. Myrtle Lanini. It included all the neighbors
of Miss Rose living on Rose avenue. A set of china ware was given Miss Rose
by those attending.
A social afternoon was enjoyed after which refreshments were served.
Miss Rose is to be married on June 9 to Ed Pao, of San Francisco.

Among the guests were the Mesdames Myrtle Lanini, Cecile Gibson, Isabel
Rose, Irene Allen, Anne Nevis, C. Vizzolini, A. Fracisco, Emily Amaro,
Lillie Fiorio, Paula Garibaldi, Catherine Lambert, Mary Sylvia, John
Fracisco, Anna Semas, Clarice Semas, John Dutra, Maggie Azevedo, Mamie
Avilla, Libby Mello, Lillie Jackson, Mabel Rosa, Blanche Bailey, Nancy
Regalia, Ben Messa, S. DiGuillio, Manuel Rose, and the Misses Evelyn
Silveria, Freda Garibaldi, and Lorraine Rose, and the honored guest, and
Mrs. Lanini, all of Pleasanton.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bill Teschek
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 6:37 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
Hi Patrick,
What's I'd try to do is save the Word document as a txt
in Excel and use the Excel wizard to import it with the
in separate columns. Then you could reverse the two and
and open it in Word.
You'd have to do some cleanup going in both directions,

file, then open it
first and last name
resave as a txt file
but it might work.

Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
On 2 Aug 2014, Patrick Lofft wrote:
> I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of >
genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
>
> To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010 macro.
> Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired order
of the index.
> However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that are in
the format: given_name(s) surname.
> I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
>
> I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
>
> Regards, Patrick
>
> _______________________________________________
>
From genbook at gmail.com Mon Aug 4 18:16:05 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 2014 18:16:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
In-Reply-To: <000d01cfb02f$b7a6b0e0$26f412a0$@comcast.net>
References: <000001cfae94$3d5076b0$b7f16410$@comcast.net>
<53DF8C61.16861.56699A03@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>

<000d01cfb02f$b7a6b0e0$26f412a0$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVqSmXK+BaFA0f8CbECGs21X_LWX821VPc03FmQN8XuLA@mail.gmail.com>
Familysearch has an ongoing obit indexing project:
https://familysearch.org/learn/wiki/en/FamilySearch_Indexing:_US
%E2%80%94Obituaries,_Overview
Maybe a call to them would give you some help. I have always found them to
be friendly and they try to help out. Just a thought!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Mon, Aug 4, 2014 at 6:02 PM, Patrick Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

For example:
Pleasanton, Alameda County, California
The Pleasanton Times
Miss Gladys Rose Is Given Shower Monday Afternoon
May 4, 1934, Page Eight, Column 1
Miss Gladys Rose Is Given Shower Monday Afternoon
Miss Gladys Rose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Rose, of Pleasanton, was
honored at a shower given at the home of her parents on Rose avenue Monday
afternoon.
The shower was given by Mrs. Myrtle Lanini. It included all the neighbors
of Miss Rose living on Rose avenue. A set of china ware was given Miss
Rose
by those attending.
A social afternoon was enjoyed after which refreshments were served.
Miss Rose is to be married on June 9 to Ed Pao, of San Francisco.
Among the guests were the Mesdames Myrtle Lanini, Cecile Gibson, Isabel
Rose, Irene Allen, Anne Nevis, C. Vizzolini, A. Fracisco, Emily Amaro,
Lillie Fiorio, Paula Garibaldi, Catherine Lambert, Mary Sylvia, John
Fracisco, Anna Semas, Clarice Semas, John Dutra, Maggie Azevedo, Mamie
Avilla, Libby Mello, Lillie Jackson, Mabel Rosa, Blanche Bailey, Nancy
Regalia, Ben Messa, S. DiGuillio, Manuel Rose, and the Misses Evelyn
Silveria, Freda Garibaldi, and Lorraine Rose, and the honored guest, and
Mrs. Lanini, all of Pleasanton.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bill Teschek
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 6:37 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] MS Word macro to invert given surnames
Hi Patrick,

>
> What's I'd try to do is save the Word document as a txt file, then open it
> in Excel and use the Excel wizard to import it with the first and last name
> in separate columns. Then you could reverse the two and resave as a txt
> file
> and open it in Word.
> You'd have to do some cleanup going in both directions, but it might work.
>
> Bill Teschek
> Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services Lane Memorial Library
> 2 Academy Ave.
> Hampton, NH 03842
> 603.926.3368
> bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
>
> On 2 Aug 2014, Patrick Lofft wrote:
>
> > I have undertaken a huge editing project consisting of 5 years of >
> genealogical clippings from the years 1929 - 1934.
> >
> > To facilitate the project, I seek assistance with a MS Word 2010 macro.
> > Developing an index is easy enough for text that is in the desired order
> of the index.
> > However, I seek to index persons names from the news articles that are in
> the format: given_name(s) surname.
> > I seek a macro to invert the index entry to: surname, given_name(s)
> >
> > I will appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to provide.
> >
> > Regards, Patrick
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> >
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140804/6740a1ea/
attachment.html>
From ACrow at ancestry.com Tue Aug 5 14:54:20 2014
From: ACrow at ancestry.com (Amy Crow)
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 2014 18:54:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tennessee Librarians' Day Conference, 19 Sept 2014
Message-ID: <D006A09A.1B4E9%acrow@ancestry.com>
Good afternoon,
The Tennessee State Library & Archives and Ancestry.com would like to invite you to
the Librarians Day Conference being held on Friday, 19 September 2014 at the
Nashville Public Library, 615 Church Street, Nashville, TN. Registration begins at
9:00am; presentations begin at 10:15am
The day is designed for librarians serving the genealogical community. Topics to be

presented are:
*
Ancestry at the Library: Tips and Tricks on How to Help Patrons by Anne
Gillespie Mitchell
*
The Rich Collections of the Tennessee State Library and Archives by Chuck
Sherrill
*
Free Data Collections on Ancestry by Kim S. Harrison
*
Hidden Treasures at Ancestry by Lou Szucs
*
Tips and Tricks to Identify the Right Resources on Ancestry by Juliana Szucs
Smith
*
Live Q&A Panel with all of the speakers
Registration for Librarians' Day includes lunch and syllabus materials. The cost is
$22.09.
Register early, as there is limited seating. There will be no walk-in registration
available. Register at:
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/ancestry-librarians-day-tickets-12295693751
We would also like to invite you to attend the Tennessee Ancestry Library Event
(TALE) the next day (Saturday, 20 September) at the Sheraton Nashville Downtown,
623 Union Street, Nashville, TN). Registration for this all-day event is $32.64.
Lunch for the Saturday event is on your own; you may also pre-order a lunch when
you register. The cost of the event does include the syllabus material.
Lectures for Saturday include:
*
How to Search Successfully to Tell Your Story on Ancestry.com by Anne
Gillespie Mitchell
*
You Ancestor's Lawsuit: Finding and Using Tennessee's Supreme Court Case
Files by Chuck Sherrill
*
AncestryDNA: Another View Into Your Family Story by Anna Swayne
*
Jumpstart Your Research by Juliana Szucs Smith
*
Panel Discussion
You can register for the Tennessee Ancestry Library Event at:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/tennessee-ancestry-library-event-tale-tickets11797413381
And if that isn't enough ? the Tennessee State Library & Archives will be hosting
several helpful sessions in the days before TALE. These events are free, but
seating is limited, so register early. Pre-conference events include:
*
Tuesday, 16 September, 3:00pm: On Solid Ground: Tennessee Land Grants by
Chuck Sherrill
*
Wednesday, 17 September, 10:00am: Civil War Ancestors on the Home Front by
Darla Brock
*
Wednesday, 17 September, 3:00pm: Getting the Most Out of Records on
Ancestry.com by Trent Hanner
*
Thursday, 18 September, 10:00am: Behind the Scenes Tour of TSLA by Chuck
Sherrill (sold out)
*
Thursday, 18 September, 3:00pm: Finding Your Ancestors in Tennessee Court
Records by Chuck Sherrill
*
Friday, 19 September, 10:00am: Learn How to Use Family Tree Maker by Cris
Cooper
*
Friday, 19 September 3:00pm: Family Tree Maker Q&A by Cris Cooper
*
Friday, 19 September, 5:00pm: All-Conference Reception at TSLA
Registration for these free pre-conference events can be found at:

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/tennessee-ancestry-library-event-pre-event-activitiestickets-12296267467
Check out this page for information about lodging, parking, etc:
http://kytn.weebly.com/tale.html
Additional questions can be answered by the staff at TSLA at reference.tsla at
tn.gov.
We look forward to seeing your in Nashville!
Sincerely,
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
Amy Johnson Crow
Community Manager
Ancestry.com<http://www.ancestry.com/>
P
415.795.6845

E
acrow at ancestry.com

153 Townsend Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94107
<http://www.ancestry.com/>
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From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Wed Aug 6 19:02:52 2014
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2014 19:02:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
Message-ID: <A38DDDD5-C054-4EB8-A725-42CF0A70298A@yahoo.com>

Free to a good library home:
Association of Professional Genealogists Quarterly, Vols. XXII-XXIV (2007-2009),
complete run, 4 issues each vol.
Historical Society of Cheshire County [New Hampshire] Newsletter, Vols. 20-22
(2004-2007), complete run, 5 issues each vol. Approximately 6 pages each issue.
Both news and historical information.
Please include your library's mailing address with your response (and respond off
list).
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From librarian at sgesjax.org Sat Aug 9 15:45:10 2014
From: librarian at sgesjax.org (librarian)
Date: Sat, 9 Aug 2014 15:45:10 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] published books
Message-ID: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and in
what order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books
Any other topic?
I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org <mailto:librarian at sgesjax.org><http://www.sgesjax.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bhill at berkeley.edu Sun Aug 10 01:47:04 2014
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Sat, 9 Aug 2014 22:47:04 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-FSaF9Wn-0fV8NOSCCA_Z+phqDqoCy4XQ2xa+p5E1sNjg@mail.gmail.com>

For several years I was involved closely in selecting and ordering
books for the California Genealogical Society's library. The one
thing I jumped on whenever possible was newspaper abstracts. There
are still hundreds of old, small-town newspapers that have not yet
been digitally scanned, and the way the ink bled through old
newspapers often means that when a newspaper IS scanned, the OCR
technology misreads an important name and mangles it beyond
recognition so that it can't be found by any normal search techniques.
A book of newspaper abstracts compiled by a local genealogical or
historical society is worth its weight in gold.
Marriage records are nice, but much harder to find are divorce
records. Both should be included in a book of newspaper abstracts.
Sometimes a marriage which took place in an adjoining county would be
reported in the newspaper, whereas it would not be found in the local
courthouse.
Another suggestion would be to identify a particular type of record
that is lacking in a particular state - such as marriage records in
the state of South Carolina. Anything that can help to fill a gap in
records would be top priority. Deed abstracts could be very important
in counties where the courthouse burned, as deeds were often kept in a
fireproof safe and were the only records that survived a fire.
Hope this helps.
Barbara Hill

On Sat, Aug 9, 2014 at 12:45 PM, librarian <librarian at sgesjax.org> wrote:
> Hello All,
>
> I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
> society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
> Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and
> in what order would you purchase them?
>
> Cemetery Transcription Books
> Deed Abstracts Books
> Marriage Record Books
> Any other topic?
>
> I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
> Thank you,
> Carla Mellott
> librarian at sgesjax.org
> www.sgesjax.org
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sun Aug 10 09:48:58 2014
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sun, 10 Aug 2014 09:48:58 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] MARAC Fall 2014 Meeting (October 16-18,
2014) Embassy Suites Baltimore
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_qeCEir3UPH_11Vb7rC0+JxYTZtpvf7QmXQ_=TdpRHRg@mail.gmail.com>
Good Morning,
Registration is now open for the Fall 2014 Meeting of the Mid-Atlantic
Regional Archives Conference (MARAC). The meeting will be taking place once
again in Baltimore at the Grand Historic Venue\Embassy Suites Baltimore. The
dates are October 16-18, 2014. Further information, including a link to the
full program showing registration fees, can be found at http://www.
marac.info/upcoming-conferences. The early registration discount deadline
is September 10th.

Thursday workshops include *Building Donor Programs for Archives,
Audiovisual Processing, Ingest and Management of Digital Collections,
Digital Forensics in the Archive, and How to Build a "Catablog?.* You do
not need to attend the entire conference to attend a workshop. Workshops
rates are the same for non-members as they are for members.

*MARAC Fall 2014 Meeting*
*When*
*: October 16-18, 2014 Where: Baltimore, Maryland Hotel: Embassy Suites
Baltimore Room rate: $169 *
*http://www.marac.info/upcoming-conferences
<http://www.marac.info/upcoming-conferences>*

If you have any questions about this meeting, or about MARAC, please feel
free to contact me or the MARAC Administrator Tammy Hoffman at
administrator at marac.info.
Thank you for your time,

Mary Mannix
Vice Chair, MARAC
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From swixom2 at gmail.com Sun Aug 10 15:51:36 2014
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Sun, 10 Aug 2014 14:51:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID: <CANue--XeSrsPnj2eeq2XFxm-xCN3Qq_EGfpi3bXeMPcPX7O=tw@mail.gmail.com>
(2) Cemetery Transcription Books
(3) Deed Abstracts Books
(1) Marriage Record Books

On Sat, Aug 9, 2014 at 2:45 PM, librarian <librarian at sgesjax.org> wrote:
> Hello All,
>
> I am researching what interest there is in books published by a
> genealogical society that would be priority to purchase for your
> collection.
> Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and
> in what order would you purchase them?
>
> Cemetery Transcription Books
> Deed Abstracts Books
> Marriage Record Books
> Any other topic?
>
> I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and
> organizations.
> Thank you,
> Carla Mellott
> librarian at sgesjax.org
> www.sgesjax.org
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov Mon Aug 11 07:51:20 2014
From: erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov (Bradford, Erin)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 11:51:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID: <45D84CB152D1F1408A31D3FA4A124B023541275B@NCWWDITMXMBX35.ad.ncmail>
Think it depends on the area. For example, here in NC we have marriage bond index

for all of NC (minus 1 county) from 1741-1868. The one county not included has a
separate index that was published. The index for the other counties was created by
the State Archives for our state in microfiche. The index for the 1 county was
published by an author rather than society. Of course marriage books after 1868
would be great.
Our state also has a cemetery index created by the WPA for pre-1914 burials. The
surveys have even been digitized by the State Archives and are available online.
Deed books and court minutes are great resources to have abstracts/transcripts of
and are heavily used here. One of the reasons they are great to have is in NC, most
deed and court minutes are in bound volumes that cannot be copied. They provide an
index where it is easier to find what you are looking for exact volume and page
numbers and also provides a copy when a copy of the original cannot be made. Also
any books that abstract records such as wills, estates, apprentice bonds, bastardy
bonds, cohabitation bonds, etc. that may be available in your state are great.
I think it would be good to know what resources are available already in your state
and then fill in the gap.
Erin Bradford
Genealogy Reference Librarian
Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4641
Did you know?
The Government & Heritage Library has many digital collections you can search from
home.
Digital collections include bible records, marriage and death notices, cemetery
photographs,
and so much more! Check them out at http://digital.ncdcr.gov/cdm/. We also have a
great
blog at http://www.ghlblog.org/
[NCDCRlogo_150x44][header-ghl]
Email correspondence to and from this address may by subject to NC Public Records
Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state
official
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of librarian
Sent: Saturday, August 09, 2014 3:45 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] published books
Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and in what
order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books

Any other topic?
I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org<mailto:librarian at sgesjax.org>
www.sgesjax.org<http://www.sgesjax.org>
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From melinde at melinde.com Mon Aug 11 08:38:10 2014
From: melinde at melinde.com (melinde at melinde.com)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 05:38:10 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] published books
Message-ID:
<20140811053810.520d4e056be2fcd5cf2cd1f1b7122767.f719c98144.wbe@email14.secureserve
r.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From afollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Mon Aug 11 09:47:47 2014
From: afollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Amber Follett)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 13:47:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID: <90A1B79FCACB4C4BAD07FAC6E20A63EB47DFD3DD@Server-EX1.city.local>
Without question, deed abstract books. This information is hard to come by without
ordering the film from Salt Lake or visiting the courthouse. We are have a great
interest in newspaper abstracts, not just the birth, deaths, marriages but also the
personals. A lot of clues are found in the personals. Many societies publish
wills, but what about the other probate documents? What if your case is intestate?

We would like to see more than just the wills published.
Amber Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
afollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us
"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of librarian
Sent: Saturday, August 09, 2014 2:45 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] published books
Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and in what
order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books
Any other topic?
I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org<mailto:librarian at sgesjax.org>
www.sgesjax.org<http://www.sgesjax.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140811/72bb24fa/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Mon Aug 11 09:51:10 2014
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 13:51:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To:
<20140811053810.520d4e056be2fcd5cf2cd1f1b7122767.f719c98144.wbe@email14.secureserve
r.net>
References:
<20140811053810.520d4e056be2fcd5cf2cd1f1b7122767.f719c98144.wbe@email14.secureserve
r.net>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194412156DC@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
All,

My first priority would also be deed and land records. Indexes and maps are
Arphax does a good job, but there are many counties that have only refiled

nice.

deeds left after a fire, and it would be nice to see those published, as well as
those counties who will not let their records be microfilmed but may be willing to
let someone prepare an index. If the deeds are abstracted, please let them index
everyone mentioned in the deed! Deeds are vitally important for those doing slave
genealogy.
My second priority would be newspapers. Not just vital records, but all of the
names in an issue. You never know what information may await you in a personal
mention or even in a business advertisement.
I would also like to see indexes to probate records of all types: flat records,
minutes, small estate minutes... I have found transcribed wills in probate minutes
when the will itself is missing. Once again, please index all of the names
mentioned in a record if you are indexing flat records.
In Texas County Commissioners minutes can be a gold mine for local history and
genealogy researchers. If your state or county has any types of records that are
not commonly found in other areas, those are a window into an area that might shed
light on someone's family.
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140811/427b915a/
attachment.html>
From kdr at ckls.org Mon Aug 11 11:39:40 2014
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathleen Rippel)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 10:39:40 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] published books
Message-ID: <kchae8xeir808w6kcg7xj1kt.1407771580711@email.android.com>
I think I'd go for the deed abstracts.
Libraries would like all of the above, but I'd put cemetery transcriptions last
because of the prevalence off sites like Findagrave and their use.
Kathy
Kathleen Reid Rippel
Central Kansas Library System
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
<div>-------- Original message --------</div><div>From: librarian <librarian at
sgesjax.org> </div><div>Date:08/09/2014 2:45 PM (GMT-06:00) </div><div>To:
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu </div><div>Subject: [Genealib] published books
</div><div>
</div>Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and in what
order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books
Any other topic?

I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org
www.sgesjax.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140811/9b0b4503/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Mon Aug 11 12:29:09 2014
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 16:29:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID:
<7e1c050bbc6d48f3b0e0b588b64feb9f@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
I consulted with a few fellow staff members.
?
Deed abstracts, followed by will abstracts would be a top priority, but
only if the abstracts are detailed, listing all parties named in the documents.
?
Cemetery listings would be of interest, as well as updates of previous
cemetery listings.
?
Vital records books would be of interest if the governmental agency
involved would allow transcription of more recent records than currently available
in most books are on most Web sites. Updates of previous vital records publications
that include more information than name, parents? names and date would be helpful
(ages of parents, birthplaces of parents, how many children this mother has had,
etc.).
?
Annotated census books, with documented annotations, provide something
that Web sites do not, although some will bring up records seemingly related to the
same person. (For instance, Ancestry census record will show other census years,
vital records, etc. as possible related entries.)
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of librarian
Sent: Saturday, August 09, 2014 3:45 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] published books

Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a genealogical
society that would be priority to purchase for your collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published and in what
order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books
Any other topic?
I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org<mailto:librarian at sgesjax.org>
www.sgesjax.org<http://www.sgesjax.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140811/77ae72d5/
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From ckuta at indiantrailslibrary.org Mon Aug 11 19:33:41 2014
From: ckuta at indiantrailslibrary.org (Kuta, Celeste)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 18:33:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New Publication: Guide to Hanover Military Records
Message-ID: <CABtm-bGo0DXzgK4_3sw2r1LafWVh-ZWHpXiCna7=Y0DR398SuA@mail.gmail.com>
I am forwarding information to this group on behalf of Teresa Steinkamp
McMillin, Certified Genealogist, who has recently published *Guide to
Hanover Military Records, 1514-1866. *
*Lind Street Research Publishes a New Guide for finding German Military
Records*
*for the former Kingdom of Hanover*
INVERNESS, ILLINOIS, August 1, 2014 ? Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, Certified
GenealogistSM and German research expert, is proud to announce the
publication of*Guide to Hanover Military Records, 1514?1866, on Microfilm
at the Family History Library*. Military records for the former Kingdom of
Hanover in Germany can include a soldier?s date and place of birth, his
father?s name, and widows? pensions. This publication is the only
English-language guide to this gold mine of information for genealogists.
With this guide, a researcher can quickly determine all available records
for a regiment and time period and know where to find them in the Family
History Library?s (FHL) microfilm holdings in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The records in this collection span 130 rolls of FHL microfilm and go
beyond simply listing names of soldiers. In addition to the typical details
in the muster rolls, transfers to and from other companies provide clues to
additional muster rolls to review. The many other types of records in this
collection include regimental journals, pension data, marriage consents,
field church books, and even horse muster rolls, including physical
descriptions of the horses and the names of the soldiers who rode them, and
much, much more.

Easy to use, this guide
historical overviews at
explains the history of
detailed explanation of

is organized chronologically and includes brief
the beginning of each major section. The book
the former Kingdom of Hanover and includes a
how to use this guide, demonstrated with examples.

This guide book is a must-have for anyone researching ancestors from the
former Kingdom of Hanover in Germany.
?*McMillin has produced a thorough, detailed guide to the soldiers?
records, geography, and military history of the Kingdom of Hanover. Her
book is the key that unlocks the puzzle of which microfilm your ancestor?s
military record is found among the 130 Hanover military microfilms at the
Family History Library.*? -- *Ernest Thode*
*?Until now this collection has hardly been touched by family historians,
mostly because of the difficulties associated with locating the?microfilms.
It?s an incredibly helpful work.? ? **Baerbel* *Johnson*
?*The 400+ pages of this guide will save any genealogical or historical
researcher dozens of frustrating hours trying to find valuable information
in this collection. Although painstakingly detailed, it is ridiculously
easy to use.*? -- *Michael Lacopo*

*Teresa Steinkamp McMillin*, Certified Genealogistsm has had a life-long
passion for genealogy. In 2006, Teresa founded Lind Street Research, a
company dedicated to helping clients trace their German ancestry. Since
then, she has helped many people discover their family history. Teresa also
writes family history books and is a popular speaker for local and national
genealogical societies, sharing her knowledge with the genealogical
community.
*Visit www.hanovermilitary.com <http://www.hanovermilitary.com/> for more
details*
Contact:

Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, CG
teresa at hanovermilitary.com
847-338-0041

Teresa S. McMillin, CG
www.lindstreet.com
*CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for
Certification of Genealogists, used under license by board certified
genealogists after periodic evaluation.*
-Celeste Kuta
Adult Reference Librarian
Indian Trails Public Library District
355 S. Schoenbeck Road
Wheeling, IL 60090
847.279.2235
Fax: 847.459.4760
http://www.indiantrailslibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From filiphoehn at gmail.com Tue Aug 12 11:35:41 2014
From: filiphoehn at gmail.com (Philip Hoehn)
Date: Tue, 12 Aug 2014 08:35:41 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] New Publication: Guide to Hanover Military Records
In-Reply-To: <CABtm-bGo0DXzgK4_3sw2r1LafWVh-ZWHpXiCna7=Y0DR398SuA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CABtm-bGo0DXzgK4_3sw2r1LafWVh-ZWHpXiCna7=Y0DR398SuA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKo+VZxcjaZDEMi=9ZamQc+UC3uPjps=8AFt1xFn8ss2nYeYLQ@mail.gmail.com>
Henry,
You might want to purchase this title.
-- Phil
On Mon, Aug 11, 2014 at 4:33 PM, Kuta, Celeste <
ckuta at indiantrailslibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am forwarding information to this group on behalf of Teresa Steinkamp
McMillin, Certified Genealogist, who has recently published *Guide to
Hanover Military Records, 1514-1866. *
*Lind Street Research Publishes a New Guide for finding German Military
Records*
*for the former Kingdom of Hanover*
INVERNESS, ILLINOIS, August 1, 2014 ? Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, Certified
GenealogistSM and German research expert, is proud to announce the
publication of*Guide to Hanover Military Records, 1514?1866, on Microfilm
at the Family History Library*. Military records for the former Kingdom
of Hanover in Germany can include a soldier?s date and place of birth, his
father?s name, and widows? pensions. This publication is the only
English-language guide to this gold mine of information for genealogists.
With this guide, a researcher can quickly determine all available records
for a regiment and time period and know where to find them in the Family
History Library?s (FHL) microfilm holdings in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The records in this collection span 130 rolls of FHL microfilm and go
beyond simply listing names of soldiers. In addition to the typical details
in the muster rolls, transfers to and from other companies provide clues
to additional muster rolls to review. The many other types of records in
this collection include regimental journals, pension data, marriage
consents, field church books, and even horse muster rolls, including
physical descriptions of the horses and the names of the soldiers who rode
them, and much, much more.
Easy to use, this guide
historical overviews at
explains the history of
detailed explanation of

is organized chronologically and includes brief
the beginning of each major section. The book
the former Kingdom of Hanover and includes a
how to use this guide, demonstrated with examples.

This guide book is a must-have for anyone researching ancestors from the

> former Kingdom of Hanover in Germany.
>
> ?*McMillin has produced a thorough, detailed guide to the soldiers?
> records, geography, and military history of the Kingdom of Hanover. Her
> book is the key that unlocks the puzzle of which microfilm your ancestor?s
> military record is found among the 130 Hanover military microfilms at the
> Family History Library.*? -- *Ernest Thode*
>
> *?Until now this collection has hardly been touched by family historians,
> mostly because of the difficulties associated with locating the?microfilms.
> It?s an incredibly helpful work.? ? **Baerbel* *Johnson*
>
> ?*The 400+ pages of this guide will save any genealogical or historical
> researcher dozens of frustrating hours trying to find valuable information
> in this collection. Although painstakingly detailed, it is ridiculously
> easy to use.*? -- *Michael Lacopo*
>
>
>
> *Teresa Steinkamp McMillin*, Certified Genealogistsm has had a life-long
> passion for genealogy. In 2006, Teresa founded Lind Street Research, a
> company dedicated to helping clients trace their German ancestry. Since
> then, she has helped many people discover their family history. Teresa also
> writes family history books and is a popular speaker for local and national
> genealogical societies, sharing her knowledge with the genealogical
> community.
>
> *Visit www.hanovermilitary.com <http://www.hanovermilitary.com/> for more
> details*
>
> Contact:
Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, CG
>
>
teresa at hanovermilitary.com
>
>
847-338-0041
>
> Teresa S. McMillin, CG
> www.lindstreet.com
>
> *CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for
> Certification of Genealogists, used under license by board certified
> genealogists after periodic evaluation.*
>
> -> Celeste Kuta
> Adult Reference Librarian
> Indian Trails Public Library District
> 355 S. Schoenbeck Road
> Wheeling, IL 60090
> 847.279.2235
> Fax: 847.459.4760
> http://www.indiantrailslibrary.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140812/
d8a40279/attachment.html>
From mwetzel at little-dixie.lib.mo.us Thu Aug 14 09:36:35 2014
From: mwetzel at little-dixie.lib.mo.us (Shelly Wetzel)
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 2014 08:36:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
Message-ID: <CA+ZhfX44hT018uBuZnBYpMnsM1r-gfY=re8+XzzskU_fXQ2p2Q@mail.gmail.com>
Carla,
In order of use here are:
Newspaper Index
Marriage and Death Index
Cemetery Index
Wills
Shelly

On Sat, Aug 9, 2014 at 2:45 PM, librarian <librarian at sgesjax.org> wrote:
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello All,
I am researching what interest there is in books published by a
genealogical society that would be priority to purchase for your
collection.
Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published
and in what order would you purchase them?
Cemetery Transcription Books
Deed Abstracts Books
Marriage Record Books
Any other topic?
I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and
organizations.
Thank you,
Carla Mellott
librarian at sgesjax.org
www.sgesjax.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Michelle 'Shelly' Wetzel
Little Dixie Regional Libraries
Reference/Genealogy
111 North 4th St.
Moberly, MO 65270
660-263-4426 *818
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140814/06f733f8/
attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Aug 14 13:56:11 2014
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 2014 13:56:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking someone from LC Genalogy
Message-ID: <CAPXojw-MF4HonDP0Nd3cnEOmUW6-g7kNMJu1uoMEEH4PD7MUYg@mail.gmail.com>
If there is anyone on the list who now works, or in the recent past worked,
at Local History and Genealogy at LC, could you please drop me a line off
list?
Thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140814/11e513bb/
attachment.html>
From masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us Thu Aug 14 14:59:39 2014
From: masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us (Nancy Massey)
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 2014 18:59:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] searchable online obituary and cemetery indexes
Message-ID: <49FA69F49BA5D14C912703086D70C6F70AE08F7A@mbx026-w1-ca2.exch026.domain.local>
We are trying to locate someone or a database service to make
cemetery indexes searchable and available on our Indiana Room
indexes are currently in MS Access. The cemetery database is
data will be entered. However, the obituary index is ongoing

our obituary and
webpage. These
static and no further
and kept current.

If you have such databases on your library's website, who made these searchable and
accessible online for you? Does anyone know of any database/technology companies
that we could ask to create a database for us using the data already entered in MS
Access?

Any suggestions would be helpful.

Thanks,

Nancy A. Massey
Indiana Room
Hamilton East Public Library
Noblesville, IN 46060

(317) 770-3206
masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us<mailto:masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genbook at gmail.com Thu Aug 14 16:39:17 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 2014 16:39:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] searchable online obituary and cemetery indexes
In-Reply-To: <49FA69F49BA5D14C912703086D70C6F70AE08F7A@mbx026-w1-ca2.exch026.domain.local>
References: <49FA69F49BA5D14C912703086D70C6F70AE08F7A@mbx026-w1-ca2.exch026.domain.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV=SG8cq0ynyuToSikJwjxtCcqALxsGxHTN5twon2ORkg@mail.gmail.com>
There are several names that come to mind:
Nimble User, in Pittsford NY, whom we used for the one at the Rochester NY
[http://www.nimbleuser.com/, 656 Kreag Rd. Pittsford, NY 14534 |
585.586.4750]
try contacting Becky Hill from the Hayes Presidential Library, who has done
a great job there:,
[bhill at rbhayes.org ], [http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/aboutobits/],
and there is a company (whose name slips my mind at this time) which
specializes in doing this for libraries for a fee.
You can search the back discussions on this mailing list using Google and
typing this in the front of the search box to limit it to GENEALIB:
genealib site:usf.edu
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)

Rochester NY Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Aug 16 12:06:56 2014
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 16 Aug 2014 11:06:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] published books
In-Reply-To: <CA+ZhfX44hT018uBuZnBYpMnsM1r-gfY=re8+XzzskU_fXQ2p2Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <1930603040.882395.1407613510299.open-xchange@bosoxweb05.eigbox.net>
<CA+ZhfX44hT018uBuZnBYpMnsM1r-gfY=re8+XzzskU_fXQ2p2Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLGX4dfiimJXHgHL99StK3FZNtuAz8OrE5BN_oo47gXzVQ@mail.gmail.com>
We go first for indexes and abstracts for types of records that are
normally a little more difficult to access, and after that vital records.
Court minutes and other court records
Deeds or other land records
Probates
Tax records
Newspaper abstracts
Marriages and divorces
Births and deaths
Cemeteries (cemeteries are no longer one of my top priorities because so
much is appearing on line, but they are still useful!

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org |
402.444.4026
omahalibrary.org
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/#!/OmahaLibrary> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>
*What I am reading?*Brooklyn
*by Colm Toibin*
On Thu, Aug 14, 2014 at 8:36 AM, Shelly Wetzel <
mwetzel at little-dixie.lib.mo.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Carla,
In order of use here are:
Newspaper Index
Marriage and Death Index
Cemetery Index
Wills
Shelly

>
>
>
>
>
> On Sat, Aug 9, 2014 at 2:45 PM, librarian <librarian at sgesjax.org> wrote:
>
>>
Hello All,
>>
>> I am researching what interest there is in books published by a
>> genealogical society that would be priority to purchase for your
>> collection.
>> Which of the following would you purchase if a new book were published
>> and in what order would you purchase them?
>>
>> Cemetery Transcription Books
>> Deed Abstracts Books
>> Marriage Record Books
>> Any other topic?
>>
>> I would like to hear from public librarians and societies and
>> organizations.
>> Thank you,
>> Carla Mellott
>> librarian at sgesjax.org
>> www.sgesjax.org
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Michelle 'Shelly' Wetzel
> Little Dixie Regional Libraries
> Reference/Genealogy
> 111 North 4th St.
> Moberly, MO 65270
> 660-263-4426 *818
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From sjhayes at bellsouth.net

Sun Aug 17 11:34:13 2014

From: sjhayes at bellsouth.net (Anna Marie Hayes)
Date: Sun, 17 Aug 2014 10:34:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking someone from LC Genalogy
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw-MF4HonDP0Nd3cnEOmUW6-g7kNMJu1uoMEEH4PD7MUYg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPXojw-MF4HonDP0Nd3cnEOmUW6-g7kNMJu1uoMEEH4PD7MUYg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <01d501cfba30$b3235ef0$196a1cd0$@net>
Hi Mary,
Can I help?

I used to work at the genealogy library in LC.

Anna

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 12:56 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking someone from LC Genalogy

If there is anyone on the list who now works, or in the recent past worked, at
Local History and Genealogy at LC, could you please drop me a line off list?
Thanks!
Mary

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Mon Aug 11 22:25:56 2014
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2014 22:25:56 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] New Publication: Guide to Hanover Military Records
Message-ID: <3b230.dc0229e.411ad534@aol.com>
Fantastic.
_subvetpaul at aol.com_ (mailto:Fantastic.subvetpaul at aol.com)

In a message dated 08/11/2014 6:33:55 P.M. Central Daylight Time,
ckuta at indiantrailslibrary.org writes:
I am forwarding information to this group on behalf of Teresa Steinkamp
McMillin, Certified Genealogist, who has recently published Guide to Hanover
Military Records, 1514-1866.
Lind Street Research Publishes a New Guide for finding German Military
Records
for the former Kingdom of Hanover
INVERNESS, ILLINOIS, August 1, 2014 ? Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, Certified
GenealogistSM and German research expert, is proud to announce the
publication ofGuide to Hanover Military Records, 1514?1866, on Microfilm at the
Family History Library. Military records for the former Kingdom of Hanover
in Germany can include a soldier?s date and place of birth, his father?s
name, and widows? pensions. This publication is the only English-language
guide to this gold mine of information for genealogists. With this guide, a
researcher can quickly determine all available records for a regiment and
time period and know where to find them in the Family History Library?s (FHL)
microfilm holdings in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The records in this collection span 130 rolls of FHL microfilm and go
beyond simply listing names of soldiers. In addition to the typical details in
the muster rolls, transfers to and from other companies provide clues to
additional muster rolls to review. The many other types of records in this
collection include regimental journals, pension data, marriage consents,
field church books, and even horse muster rolls, including physical
descriptions of the horses and the names of the soldiers who rode them, and much,
much more.
Easy to use, this guide is organized chronologically and includes brief
historical overviews at the beginning of each major section. The book
explains the history of the former Kingdom of Hanover and includes a detailed
explanation of how to use this guide, demonstrated with examples.
This guide book is a must-have for anyone researching ancestors from the
former Kingdom of Hanover in Germany.
?McMillin has produced a thorough, detailed guide to the soldiers?
records, geography, and military history of the Kingdom of Hanover. Her book is
the key that unlocks the puzzle of which microfilm your ancestor?s military
record is found among the 130 Hanover military microfilms at the Family
History Library.? -- Ernest Thode
?Until now this collection has hardly been touched by family historians,
mostly because of the difficulties associated with locating the?microfilms.
It?s an incredibly helpful work.? ? Baerbel Johnson
?The 400+ pages of this guide will save any genealogical or historical
researcher dozens of frustrating hours trying to find valuable information in
this collection. Although painstakingly detailed, it is ridiculously easy
to use.? -- Michael Lacopo
Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, Certified Genealogistsm has had a life-long
passion for genealogy. In 2006, Teresa founded Lind Street Research, a
company dedicated to helping clients trace their German ancestry. Since then, she
has helped many people discover their family history. Teresa also writes
family history books and is a popular speaker for local and national
genealogical societies, sharing her knowledge with the genealogical community.
Visit _www.hanovermilitary.com_ (http://www.hanovermilitary.com/) for more
details
Contact:
Teresa Steinkamp McMillin, CG
_teresa at hanovermilitary.com_ (mailto:teresa at hanovermilitary.com)
_847-338-0041_ (tel:847-338-0041)

Teresa S. McMillin, CG
_www.lindstreet.com_ (http://www.lindstreet.com/)
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for
Certification of Genealogists, used under license by board certified genealogists
after periodic evaluation.

-Celeste Kuta
Adult Reference Librarian
Indian Trails Public Library District
355 S. Schoenbeck Road
Wheeling, IL 60090
847.279.2235
Fax: 847.459.4760
_http://www.indiantrailslibrary.org_ (http://www.indiantrailslibrary.org/)

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From sholl at slcl.org Mon Aug 18 09:37:59 2014
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 08:37:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Job posting, Assistant Manager,
Special Collections Department, St. Louis County Library
Message-ID: <CANSXF44eLEw9TzSH3COJZ7BSLKcqd1HAp1dLKk7W1-McGeP6fw@mail.gmail.com>
St. Louis County Library is now accepting applications for the position of
Assistant Manager of the Special Collections Department (history and
genealogy). A full job description and online application is at:
https://www5.recruitingcenter.net/Clients/slcl/PublicJobs/controller.cfm?
jbaction=JobProfile&Job_Id=10656&esid=az
This is a professional position that requires a Master's Degree in Library
Science.
[image: St. Louis County Library]
Scott Holl
Manager, Special Collections Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext. 2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org

<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzfbrJz1Ks4-ZcZ18EBE_dIR6SOfPw>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| sholl at slcl.org
[image: Facebook]
<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com
%2FSTLCoLibrary&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzdURws0d4NuevsG936BZXefWLsbjQ>
[image: Flickr]
<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos
%2Fslclevents&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzcuHf3RZGm6p38hGfixwH4QXG3YuQ>
[image: Pinterest]
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com
%2FSTLCoLibrary&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzfpmDLfDQTgn1kzP-39qL8mV2RdLQ>
[image: Tumblr]
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fslcl.tumblr.com
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEze7VS-JGg4cfZU5kde3qMeAG-FjIw>
[image: Twitter]
<https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com
%2FSLCL&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzcgLpWQ5Uale_DpI3cZ4j5tkM5Xgw>
[image: YouTube] <http://www.youtube.com/user/stlcolibrary>
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From genbook at gmail.com Tue Aug 19 21:52:29 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2014 21:52:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] searchable online obituary and cemetery indexes
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhV=SG8cq0ynyuToSikJwjxtCcqALxsGxHTN5twon2ORkg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <49FA69F49BA5D14C912703086D70C6F70AE08F7A@mbx026-w1-ca2.exch026.domain.local>
<CAKEoNhV=SG8cq0ynyuToSikJwjxtCcqALxsGxHTN5twon2ORkg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWdZgZVSf1odyuY3xQ8bzgbHLKi-s1F6_NUP+BF14AXAA@mail.gmail.com>
Ahah! The name of the company that I was thinking of was Evanced Solutions.
Do not know if they still have the obit software. We looked at it 6 or 7
years ago.
Sent: Tue 7/22/2008 9:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituary Index software
We use Evanced, which can be used for putting the entire obit
online.http://165.138.8.65/evanced/obit/obitview.asp
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
> Larry Naukam
> Retired Director of Historical Services

> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
> Rochester NY Public Library
>
>
>
>
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From drusso at russell.lioninc.org Tue Aug 19 21:53:51 2014
From: drusso at russell.lioninc.org (drusso at russell.lioninc.org)
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2014 21:53:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Out of the office
Message-ID: <9d5eee56d72a4420a10cae360f8d6365@d295ae62e60f4f95b28d59aafca4a971>
I will be out of the office starting Aug. 19th. I will return to work on Aug. 25th.
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From sharonf_corey at yahoo.com Wed Aug 20 07:05:26 2014
From: sharonf_corey at yahoo.com (Sharon F. Corey)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 04:05:26 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] searchable online obituary and cemetery indexes
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhWdZgZVSf1odyuY3xQ8bzgbHLKi-s1F6_NUP+BF14AXAA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <49FA69F49BA5D14C912703086D70C6F70AE08F7A@mbx026-w1-ca2.exch026.domain.local>
<CAKEoNhV=SG8cq0ynyuToSikJwjxtCcqALxsGxHTN5twon2ORkg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhWdZgZVSf1odyuY3xQ8bzgbHLKi-s1F6_NUP+BF14AXAA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1408532726.79822.YahooMailNeo@web120802.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Nancy,
webCemeteries.com is my favorite! I have never actually set up their database, but
I have used it for research.
Sharon F. Corey
webCemeteries.com

webCemeteries.com
? webCemeteries.com computerizes your cemetery records and helps you leverage
technology.
View on www.webcemeteries.com Preview by Yahoo

??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
We are trying to locate someone or a database service to make our obituary and
cemetery indexes searchable and available on our Indiana Room webpage. These
indexes are currently in MS Access.? The cemetery database is static and no further
data will be entered.? However, the obituary index is ongoing and kept current.
If you have such databases on your library's website, who made these searchable and
accessible online for you?? Does anyone know of any database/technology companies
that we could ask to create a database for us using the data already entered in MS
Access?
Any suggestions would be helpful.
Thanks,
Nancy A. Massey
Indiana Room
Hamilton East Public Library
Noblesville, IN 46060
(317) 770-3206
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From lkoch at alleganlibrary.org Wed Aug 20 08:13:41 2014
From: lkoch at alleganlibrary.org (Linda Koch)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 08:13:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
Message-ID: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
*Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper
newspapers do not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.*
- This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our
last fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not
forthcoming after the new director and the budget committee met and found
that we had little money to spare.
- Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our
weekly city newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online
archival copies only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable
alternative.
*I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history
librarians who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing
newspapers*. Here is some background.
- Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years
1856 to 1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is
not able to compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of
focus, unflattend, or folded pages.
- We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will
disintegrate or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and
minimizing and eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our
limited space.
- Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space
wanted for other uses.

*Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers?*
My situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund
any microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
- Any* suggestions would be appreciated.*
*Thank you,*
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books,
or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Aug 20 08:21:41 2014
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 12:21:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
I attended a workshop at the Indiana State Archives a few weeks ago. The state
archivist said that they recommend microfilm as the preferred method of
preservation. He also said that it was easy and very cheap to then digitize the
film. You might check with your state archives to see if they do microfilming like
Indiana does. Much cheaper than commercial firms. Does Michigan have LSTA grants?
Indiana has been leaning toward digitization grants with LSTA funds.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

[email_signature]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625<tel:269-673-4625>; FAX 269-673-8661<tel:269-673-8661>
www.alleganlibrary.org<http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From egrundset at dar.org Wed Aug 20 08:27:37 2014
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 12:27:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94318924@Mail3.darlib.org>
The Library of Virginia recommends microfilming first before digitizing too ? we?ve
had recent contact with them about some materials they own that the Virginia DAR is
having reformatted for them and us. Microfilm is a proven, stable medium for
holding images long-term anyway, and it is infinitely easier for digitizing to be
done from film rather than odd sizes of papers, etc.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
I attended a workshop at the Indiana State Archives a few weeks ago. The state
archivist said that they recommend microfilm as the preferred method of
preservation. He also said that it was easy and very cheap to then digitize the
film. You might check with your state archives to see if they do microfilming like
Indiana does. Much cheaper than commercial firms. Does Michigan have LSTA grants?
Indiana has been leaning toward digitization grants with LSTA funds.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

[email_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625<tel:269-673-4625>; FAX 269-673-8661<tel:269-673-8661>
www.alleganlibrary.org<http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Aug 20 09:40:18 2014
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 13:40:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Before you go very far with this, check out the availability and price of
microfilm, microfilm processing and microfilm duplicating. See if microfilming
cameras and other equipment are available, and if you are lucky enough to find it,
look for a vendor to repair and service microfilm equipment.
In spite of archivists? fervent pleas to maintain microfilming as the best and
safest method of long-term preservation, the entire microfilm industry is dying
before our eyes. We have been microfilming in-house all of the state?s weekly
(anything less than daily, some are two or three times a week) newspapers for many
years. West Virginia University did also. WVU stopped microfilming and started
buying duplicates of our film (also in-house). We had been buying commercially
produced microfilm of the major daily papers. That commercial microfilm is no
longer available, so we started filming those papers also.
Now we are looking at astronomical prices for film and for developing, and finding
repair and service for microfilming equipment is almost impossible. Did I mention
we have been subscribing to every newspaper in the state for many years, and
funding is tighter and tighter? Draw your own conclusions.
I could write a huge list in support of the value of preserving local newspapers,
let alone the major city ones, but if there is no money and nothing to buy even if
there was money, there?s no point.
I think I?m going through the five stages of grief over this, and I just showed
myself I am not as far out of the anger stage as I thought.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625<tel:269-673-4625>; FAX 269-673-8661<tel:269-673-8661>
www.alleganlibrary.org<http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140820/66e3ac9b/
attachment.html>

From localhistory at idapubliclibrary.org Wed Aug 20 10:12:43 2014
From: localhistory at idapubliclibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 14:12:43 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <2033528209.1056.1408543963858.JavaMail.root@mail2.vcsmail.com>
Hi Linda,
We are a small library in a small town with a large newspaper collection. We
continue to microfilm recent papers but we were getting a large demand to digitize
the newspapers we had on microfilm. Since we didn't have the funds to digitize or
support the online infrastructure of hosting our papers online, I contacted
Newspapers.com. They ended up digitizing our papers for free, host it on their site
(which we received free access to), and we received digital files of all of the
papers which we can do anything with after three years. Of course there are caveats
with using a third-party but overall, the process was great and we've gotten
wonderful feedback from our patrons. This option might not work for every
situation, but that was our solution. Good luck!
~ Jillian
Jillian Fuller
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Ida Public Library
320 N. State St.
Belvidere, IL 61008
(815) 544-3838
www.idapubliclibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: "Linda Koch" <lkoch at alleganlibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:13:41 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
? This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
? Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies only
back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers . Here is some
background.

? Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
? We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
? Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
? Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625 ; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Jillian Fuller
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Ida Public Library
320 N. State St.
Belvidere, IL 61008
(815) 544-3838
www.idapubliclibrary.org

From nross at bryantx.gov Wed Aug 20 10:33:55 2014
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 14:33:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <2033528209.1056.1408543963858.JavaMail.root@mail2.vcsmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<2033528209.1056.1408543963858.JavaMail.root@mail2.vcsmail.com>

Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA895381945BADE877@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
My answer would be made from experience: microfilm lasts through exposure to
contaminated air, loss of air conditioning and being in a closed building while it
is decontaminated so the microfilm to be brought out. The books that were not near
the fire lasted, the microfilm lasted but not the computers or the CD's. Yes, they
had to be cleaned, but they are still being used over 20 years later. During that
time I have "lost" CD's to programs dying, information to computer crashes and hard
disk failures. For me, digital is nice but I will keep the microfilm copies as
long as they are available. Our microfilm is now over $100 a reel but I cannot
imagine being without it.
The down side of microfilm is finding machines to read and print the materials.
Within the last couple of years I replaced both of our reader-printers and choices
were not wide. Maintenance people have to come in from out of town and that makes
the contract cost more. I take it out of the budget willingly after having gone
without a maintenance contract once. Never again.
The Portal to Texas History gives grants to digitize materials. I don't know
about the Library of Congress' Digital Newspaper project, but it is worth looking
into. As a side note: the newspapers on the Portal to Texas History are digitized
from the microfilm.
Good luck.
Nancy McCraw Ross
Carnegie History Center
From deemails at gmail.com Wed Aug 20 10:40:35 2014
From: deemails at gmail.com (Dee)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 07:40:35 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAGMfnCdyH7TfkjK+0gW=c4TTtvUvLKDAqQ7EFd_=RbFUJffWZg@mail.gmail.com>
Can you offer them to newspapers.com or a similar service?
I believe familysearch.org digitizes and posts online for free, and may be
interested.
On Wed, Aug 20, 2014 at 5:13 AM, Linda Koch <lkoch at alleganlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper
newspapers do not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.*
- This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our
last fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not
forthcoming after the new director and the budget committee met and found
that we had little money to spare.
- Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our
weekly city newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online
archival copies only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable
alternative.
*I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history
librarians who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing
newspapers*. Here is some background.

>
>
- Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years
>
1856 to 1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is
>
not able to compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of
>
focus, unflattend, or folded pages.
>
- We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will
>
disintegrate or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and
>
minimizing and eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our
>
limited space.
>
- Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in
>
a workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space
>
wanted for other uses.
>
> *Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers?*
> My situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund
> any microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
>
>
- Any* suggestions would be appreciated.*
>
> *Thank you,*
>
> -> Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
> Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
> Allegan District Library
> 331 Hubbard St.
> Allegan, MI 49010
> 269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
> www.alleganlibrary.org
> Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
> My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
>
> Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books,
> or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140820/
dbeb37b7/attachment.html>
From holtm at carnegielibrary.org Wed Aug 20 11:24:00 2014
From: holtm at carnegielibrary.org (Holt, Marilyn)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 15:24:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F2CEEEDAC89A9541AD750A22FC4E249F013F8DAB28@Exch2010.einetwork.net>
Are you familiar with the Michigan Newspaper Project?
https://www.cmich.edu/library/clarke/PublicPrograms/Digital_and_Microfilm_Services/
Michigan_Newspaper_Project/Pages/Michigan-Newspaper-Project.aspx

They are the Michigan connection as part of the U.S. Newspaper Program, the
National Digital Newspaper Program, and the Clarke Library's on going microfilm and
digitization project.?
Contacts are:
Frank Boles
Project Coordinator
(989) 774-3352 or boles1fj at cmich.edu
Kim Hagerty
Project Manager
(989) 774-4420 or ClarkeMicrofilm at cmich.edu<mailto:ClarkeMicrofilm at cmich.edu>
I have served on the Selection Committee for the PA project for 10 years now.
Marilyn
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.

Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625<tel:269-673-4625>; FAX 269-673-8661<tel:269-673-8661>
www.alleganlibrary.org<http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
-This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for
the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from
disclosure under applicable law.? Any use, distribution, copying or
disclosure by anyone other than the intended individual or entity is
prohibited without prior approval.? If you have received this information
in error, please notify the sender immediately.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140820/5380c16f/
attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Wed Aug 20 19:29:32 2014
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 19:29:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <53F52F5C.7020603@rhus.com>
When I got into a discussion on this topic recently, this article proved
useful.
http://newsbreaks.infotoday.com/NewsBreaks/Microfilm-Still-Matters-in-the-DigitalAge-94867.asp
Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
On 8/20/2014 8:21 AM, Rhonda Stoffer wrote:
>
> I attended a workshop at the Indiana State Archives a few weeks ago.
> The state archivist said that they recommend microfilm as the
> preferred method of preservation. He also said that it was easy and
> very cheap to then digitize the film. You might check with your state
> archives to see if they do microfilming like Indiana does. Much
> cheaper than commercial firms. Does Michigan have LSTA grants? Indiana
> has been leaning toward digitization grants with LSTA funds.
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140820/40f59d78/
attachment.html>
From RencherDE at familysearch.org Wed Aug 20 22:17:39 2014
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David E. Rencher)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 02:17:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To:
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
I reached out to our micrographics team who has extensive experience in this arena.
Here is their viewpoint:
Susan?s comments are indicative of our experience as well. FamilySearch, which
started microfilming in 1938 as the Genealogical Society of Utah, is no longer
capturing images in microfilm format. This year the last of the microfilm cameras
used by FamilySearch have been retired. All of our remaining 275+ cameras are
capturing in digital format. Microfilm capture of newspapers is particularly
expensive, since most will require 35mm microfilm to adequately capture the text of
a full newspaper page. There are only a few companies that still manufacture 35mm
microfilm cameras, and the cost of the film has risen exponentially over the past
several years due to lack of demand and increases in the cost of oil (polyester
film). The price of a microfilm camera will often exceed the cost of digital camera
equipment. If you can obtain older film cameras you will find that part
replacement is expensive if available at all. Print film is also becoming more
difficult to find and commensurately more expensive

While many lament the passing of microfilm, the digital age is upon on us. Digital
images can be duplicated at a fraction of the cost of film duplication with no
degradation of image quality for which microfilm is subject to. The commercial
costs of scanning film are also not insignificant and can sometimes come close to
equaling the cost of original film capture.
For those who want to scan the film
themselves, the cost of film scanning equipment is significant ($40-$90K).

Whether we wanted to convert or not, the imaging industry has made the decision for
us and we have to look for ways to make digital work. Significant financial
investment is being made to research and develop digital preservation that will
match the safety and peace of mind that microfilm gave us. While the passing of
microfilm was unplanned, it is certain and we need to move on.
David E. Rencher
Chief Genealogical Officer, FamilySearch
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:40 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Before you go very far with this, check out the availability and price of
microfilm, microfilm processing and microfilm duplicating. See if microfilming
cameras and other equipment are available, and if you are lucky enough to find it,
look for a vendor to repair and service microfilm equipment.
In spite of archivists? fervent pleas to maintain microfilming as the best and
safest method of long-term preservation, the entire microfilm industry is dying
before our eyes. We have been microfilming in-house all of the state?s weekly
(anything less than daily, some are two or three times a week) newspapers for many
years. West Virginia University did also. WVU stopped microfilming and started
buying duplicates of our film (also in-house). We had been buying commercially
produced microfilm of the major daily papers. That commercial microfilm is no
longer available, so we started filming those papers also.
Now we are looking at astronomical prices for film and for developing, and finding
repair and service for microfilming equipment is almost impossible. Did I mention
we have been subscribing to every newspaper in the state for many years, and
funding is tighter and tighter? Draw your own conclusions.
I could write a huge list in support of the value of preserving local newspapers,
let alone the major city ones, but if there is no money and nothing to buy even if
there was money, there?s no point.
I think I?m going through the five stages of grief over this, and I just showed
myself I am not as far out of the anger stage as I thought.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://
mailto:genealib-bounces%40mailman.acomp.usf.edu&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D
%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D
%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=35c89033da75c2f26a9d0d2a65b716112cdf80ffb55601ac3412781d263270cc>] On Behalf
Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies

only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Thank you,
-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625<tel:269-673-4625>; FAX 269-673-8661<tel:269-673-8661>
www.alleganlibrary.org<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://
www.alleganlibrary.org/&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=a4df50ec721eff450c2fa251c877fd6507a623b3947767fac6a6db600cdb45a0>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/58a2c508/
attachment-0001.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Thu Aug 21 07:25:03 2014
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 11:25:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Reopened job search for our Assistant Library Director
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94318C91@Mail3.darlib.org>
Attached is the job announcement for our Assistant Library Director position which

is reopened after someone accepted the job and then accepted another one instead in
the Midwest just before starting here!
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/
daba89d9/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Assistant Library Director Job Announcement Reopened Search 8 20 2014.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 38912 bytes
Desc: Assistant Library Director Job Announcement Reopened Search 8 20 2014.doc
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/
daba89d9/attachment.doc>
From drusso at russell.lioninc.org Thu Aug 21 07:26:20 2014
From: drusso at russell.lioninc.org (drusso at russell.lioninc.org)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 07:26:20 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Out of the office
Message-ID: <c81dd07a840d466ca184e5120213edfb@9b98c433170042f6917cc365858cf131>
I will be out of the office starting Aug. 19th. I will return to work on Aug. 25th.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/3d9ed8bb/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Aug 21 09:43:35 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 09:43:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVmBto8MY3F_Cg327ziyegGXDLPCW9RPzofB9YfgK0CmA@mail.gmail.com>
I am glad to see that so many people have weighed in on this. When I was
working, we had microfilming done (remember, this was back in the last
century...); When digitizing was done it was done on site using, as David
Rencher mentioned, frightfully expensive equipment that we got using grants

and gifts. Sadly, that equipment has not been used much for 6 or 7 years,
but that's another story.
Another consideration: do you have staff, time and money to do this? Who
monitors it? Who hosts it? For what it's worth, amateurs (like our RGS CRPC
group in Rochester NY) have taken it upon themselves to do free, volunteer
work in scanning. And I am sure that you have heard about:
http://www.localsyr.com/story/d/story/volunteers-to-scan-40000-historic-titles-atononda/17081/dYLsRDyG00uAJqdntho7zA
You may also want to contact the following people, as they did a great
presentation at the NYS history conference in Poughkeepsie NY in June 2014.
Ivy Marvel, ivy i.marvel at brooklynpubliclibrary.org
and the man who helped them:
Jim Sheridan <jsheridan at drsimaging.com>

Executive Vice President
The DRS Imaging Group
75 Maiden Lane
New York, NY 10038
212 924 8680
Authorized Canon and Kodak Image Filing Dealer
www.drsimaging.com
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/6638913b/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Aug 21 10:25:08 2014
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 14:25:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <53F52F5C.7020603@rhus.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<53F52F5C.7020603@rhus.com>
Message-ID:
<4f9213acf03b4263aedab43c3b9fb722@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
In my opinion, this article presents a falsely positive view of the situation,
until you read it very carefully. I do not think the author has substantiated her
opening statement that "microfilm is still going strong." She says that the "New
York Public Library and other institutions continue to house microfilm for their
patrons." Well, sure they retain and use the collections they already have-there's

a huge difference between that and actually creating new film for preservation
purposes. The fact that academic researchers and genealogists will continue to use
microfilm is mentioned later in the article. Again, use of existing microfilm is
beside the point.
Yes, there are many newly invented and marketed products that make viewing,
enhancing and copying onto paper or into digital storage terrific-if an institution
can afford them, and that is a great big if, especially if a library has even four
or five standard reader/printers to replace, let alone the ten to twenty and more
that most have. We attend demonstrations every year for several years and drool
over wonderful hardware and software, then go home without it because we can't
afford it. Prices for this equipment are not going down. It's easy to talk about
applying for grants, etc., but the money is still coming from someone's tax dollars
for the most part.
"Librarians can physically add microfilm to their collections" but again, only if
they have the funding, can find and maintain the equipment, and can find commercial
or handle their own developing and duplicating. This is not happening any more.
Many universities were using student labor to microfilm, and you know they weren't
paying top wages or getting top quality product. We have trained and experienced
staff to shoot microfilm of items as large as newspapers, and our own duplicating
equipment, and we are struggling.
As for commercial companies digitizing and making content available via
subscription Web sites, which is how most newspapers online are accessed, an
institution and individual researchers have to be able to afford the subscriptions.
The goal of libraries has always been to make information free and easily
accessible to anyone in the community. This is getting harder and harder to do.
We have lamented over and over for the past few years how much state archives and
libraries have lost funding and had to sacrifice personnel, service hours and
programs. We are all very lucky to retain the funding we have and we are not very
likely to get increases to pay for increased microfilming costs or for the digital
equipment and programs to replace microfilm.
I'm sorry, but for many institutions there is no gain here, only loss. For future
researchers of all types, losing local newspapers will be devastating. This falls
right in with no longer having peoples' correspondence, diaries, etc., since few
now commit their thoughts to paper and save them. Maybe it doesn't matter anyway,
since script writing is no longer being taught. We already have college graduates
who can not read primary documents and have to have them transcribed.
My historian half grieves for the loss of information, and my librarian half
advocates for the best preservation method. As a public servant, I regret not
being able to provide the public with all the information available with a choice
of methods of delivery. Yes, Mr. Rencher, we will move on, and we will do the best
we can with what we have. But I don't have to go down without a fight, and I don't
have to like it!
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Gometz
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
When I got into a discussion on this topic recently, this article proved useful.
http://newsbreaks.infotoday.com/NewsBreaks/Microfilm-Still-Matters-in-the-DigitalAge-94867.asp
Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
On 8/20/2014 8:21 AM, Rhonda Stoffer wrote:
I attended a workshop at the Indiana State Archives a few weeks ago. The state
archivist said that they recommend microfilm as the preferred method of
preservation. He also said that it was easy and very cheap to then digitize the
film. You might check with your state archives to see if they do microfilming like
Indiana does. Much cheaper than commercial firms. Does Michigan have LSTA grants?
Indiana has been leaning toward digitization grants with LSTA funds.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/49d2a57a/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Aug 21 10:39:05 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 10:39:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To:
<4f9213acf03b4263aedab43c3b9fb722@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E69EE2@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
<53F52F5C.7020603@rhus.com>
<4f9213acf03b4263aedab43c3b9fb722@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWYOzS9oNp3dGOe4zdGvMjJL1exWsJFmg9cYUSGh=PgtQ@mail.gmail.com>
Amen, Susan. Very well written.
As a dedicated local historian as well as a genealogy researcher, it is
great to have access to many items.
But - who can afford the 35K to 140K machines to do this, and the staff to
operate them? No local libraries or historical societies of which I am
aware. The NYS archives partnered with Ancestry to have various records
digitized. Volunteers do other digitizing. I volunteer at our local library
research council, and without that over 3500 items that I have done, would
not have been at all. Our RGS/CRPC group has done over 150,000 pages of
records. Tom Tryniski (of fultonhistory.com) has done over 27 million pages
of newspapers.
See the trend? Diminishing funding (flat funding for a decade or more has
been brutal), and depending on good hearted volunteers has become a

reality. I wish there was a more sanguine outlook.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/
d4303361/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Aug 21 10:45:10 2014
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 10:45:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Message-ID: <004801cfbd4e$82451d20$86cf5760$@irclibrary.org>
After reading this, I could not sleep. Thanks David!! <g>

My concern ? do we really have a crystal ball that can tell us that the present and
future technology will preserve our documents? Are we really talking to each other
about this?

In recent months, I have talked to State and local archivists, and they STILL say
they will continue to microfilm. In fact, my vendor that I use told me they are
busier than ever before. So, I am getting mixed messages on this issue.

Truthfully, I am staying with microfilm and will do what I can to find the money
until I retire. There are side issues to all of this. How can we predict the future
when based on the past, we have seen technology come and go so quickly?

Why are we allowing the market to dictate the preservation of our records?

A pessimist or realist.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library

1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David E. Rencher
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 10:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

I reached out to our micrographics team who has extensive experience in this arena.
Here is their viewpoint:

Susan?s comments are indicative of our experience as well. FamilySearch, which
started microfilming in 1938 as the Genealogical Society of Utah, is no longer
capturing images in microfilm format. This year the last of the microfilm cameras
used by FamilySearch have been retired. All of our remaining 275+ cameras are
capturing in digital format. Microfilm capture of newspapers is particularly
expensive, since most will require 35mm microfilm to adequately capture the text of
a full newspaper page. There are only a few companies that still manufacture 35mm
microfilm cameras, and the cost of the film has risen exponentially over the past
several years due to lack of demand and increases in the cost of oil (polyester
film). The price of a microfilm camera will often exceed the cost of digital camera
equipment. If you can obtain older film cameras you will find that part
replacement is expensive if available at all. Print film is also becoming more
difficult to find and commensurately more expensive

While many lament the passing of microfilm, the digital age is upon on us. Digital
images can be duplicated at a fraction of the cost of film duplication with no
degradation of image quality for which microfilm is subject to. The commercial
costs of scanning film are also not insignificant and can sometimes come close to
equaling the cost of original film capture.
For those who want to scan the film
themselves, the cost of film scanning equipment is significant ($40-$90K).

Whether we wanted to convert or not, the imaging industry has made the decision for

us and we have to look for ways to make digital work. Significant financial
investment is being made to research and develop digital preservation that will
match the safety and peace of mind that microfilm gave us. While the passing of
microfilm was unplanned, it is certain and we need to move on.
David E. Rencher
Chief Genealogical Officer, FamilySearch

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:40 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Before you go very far with this, check out the availability and price of
microfilm, microfilm processing and microfilm duplicating. See if microfilming
cameras and other equipment are available, and if you are lucky enough to find it,
look for a vendor to repair and service microfilm equipment.

In spite of archivists? fervent pleas to maintain microfilming as the best and
safest method of long-term preservation, the entire microfilm industry is dying
before our eyes. We have been microfilming in-house all of the state?s weekly
(anything less than daily, some are two or three times a week) newspapers for many
years. West Virginia University did also. WVU stopped microfilming and started
buying duplicates of our film (also in-house). We had been buying commercially
produced microfilm of the major daily papers. That commercial microfilm is no
longer available, so we started filming those papers also.

Now we are looking at astronomical prices for film and for developing, and finding
repair and service for microfilming equipment is almost impossible. Did I mention
we have been subscribing to every newspaper in the state for many years, and
funding is tighter and tighter? Draw your own conclusions.

I could write a huge list in support of the value of preserving local newspapers,
let alone the major city ones, but if there is no money and nothing to buy even if
there was money, there?s no point.

I think I?m going through the five stages of grief over this, and I just showed
myself I am not as far out of the anger stage as I thought.

Susan Scouras
Librarian

WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://mailto:genealib-bounces
%40mailman.acomp.usf.edu&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=35c89033da75c2f26a9d0d2a65b716112cdf80ffb55601ac3412781d263270cc> ] On Behalf
Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers

*

Any suggestions would be appreciated.

Thank you,

-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.alleganlibrary.org/
&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=a4df50ec721eff450c2fa251c877fd6507a623b3947767fac6a6db600cdb45a0>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.
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URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/86582670/
attachment-0001.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Aug 21 11:15:05 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 11:15:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <004801cfbd4e$82451d20$86cf5760$@irclibrary.org>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>

<004801cfbd4e$82451d20$86cf5760$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXYGpOEYq+EPczYD0_=c1f5q6gjx1_vbYwN_W8EdyoKtQ@mail.gmail.com>
Again, I feel compelled to comment. If you can find a RELIABLE microfilmer
that is a big plus. I cannot tell you how much sleep (and hair!) I lost
wondering if items could be digitized, and how they were going to be
preserved, refreshed, accessed and the like. I am not kidding - sloppiness
has lost more records and useful items than theft and accidents. FS is a
special case - they are worldwide. A local library and society has more
limited concerns, and for sure less funding.
It;s high time that we all talked about this. Maybe I will do a roundtable
at next year's statewide archivists conference!
Larry Naukam
On Thu, Aug 21, 2014 at 10:45 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>
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After reading this, I could not sleep. Thanks David!! <g>

My concern ? do we really have a crystal ball that can tell us that the
present and future technology will preserve our documents? Are we really
talking to each other about this?

In recent months, I have talked to State and local archivists, and they
STILL say they will continue to microfilm. In fact, my vendor that I use
told me they are busier than ever before. So, I am getting mixed messages
on this issue.

Truthfully, I am staying with microfilm and will do what I can to find the
money until I retire. There are side issues to all of this. How can we
predict the future when based on the past, we have seen technology come and
go so quickly?

Why are we allowing the market to dictate the preservation of our records?

A pessimist or realist.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
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Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *David E. Rencher
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 20, 2014 10:18 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to
microfilm, just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers

I reached out to our micrographics team who has extensive experience in
this arena. Here is their viewpoint:

Susan?s comments are indicative of our experience as well. FamilySearch,
which started microfilming in 1938 as the Genealogical Society of Utah, is
no longer capturing images in microfilm format. This year the last of the
microfilm cameras used by FamilySearch have been retired. All of our
remaining 275+ cameras are capturing in digital format. Microfilm capture
of newspapers is particularly expensive, since most will require 35mm
microfilm to adequately capture the text of a full newspaper page. There
are only a few companies that still manufacture 35mm microfilm cameras, and
the cost of the film has risen exponentially over the past several years
due to lack of demand and increases in the cost of oil (polyester film).
The price of a microfilm camera will often exceed the cost of digital
camera equipment. If you can obtain older film cameras you will find that
part replacement is expensive if available at all. Print film is also
becoming more difficult to find and commensurately more expensive

While many lament the passing of microfilm, the digital age is upon on
us. Digital images can be duplicated at a fraction of the cost of film
duplication with no degradation of image quality for which microfilm is
subject to. The commercial costs of scanning film are also not
insignificant and can sometimes come close to equaling the cost of original
film capture.
For those who want to scan the film themselves, the cost of
film scanning equipment is significant ($40-$90K).

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Whether we wanted to convert or not, the imaging industry has made the
decision for us and we have to look for ways to make digital work.
Significant financial investment is being made to research and develop
digital preservation that will match the safety and peace of mind that
microfilm gave us. While the passing of microfilm was unplanned, it is
certain and we need to move on.
David E. Rencher
Chief Genealogical Officer, FamilySearch

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Scouras, Susan C
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:40 AM
*To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to
microfilm, just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers

Before you go very far with this, check out the availability and price of
microfilm, microfilm processing and microfilm duplicating. See if
microfilming cameras and other equipment are available, and if you are
lucky enough to find it, look for a vendor to repair and service microfilm
equipment.

In spite of archivists? fervent pleas to maintain microfilming as the best
and safest method of long-term preservation, the entire microfilm industry
is dying before our eyes. We have been microfilming in-house all of the
state?s weekly (anything less than daily, some are two or three times a
week) newspapers for many years. West Virginia University did also. WVU
stopped microfilming and started buying duplicates of our film (also
in-house). We had been buying commercially produced microfilm of the major
daily papers. That commercial microfilm is no longer available, so we
started filming those papers also.

Now we are looking at astronomical prices for film and for developing, and
finding repair and service for microfilming equipment is almost impossible.
Did I mention we have been subscribing to every newspaper in the state for
many years, and funding is tighter and tighter? Draw your own conclusions.

I could write a huge list in support of the value of preserving local
newspapers, let alone the major city ones, but if there is no money and
nothing to buy even if there was money, there?s no point.

>
> I think I?m going through the five stages of grief over this, and I just
> showed myself I am not as far out of the anger stage as I thought.
>
>
>
> Susan Scouras
>
> Librarian
>
> WV Archives and History Library
>
> The Culture Center
>
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
>
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
> mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://mailto:genealib-bounces
%40mailman.acomp.usf.edu&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=35c89033da75c2f26a9d0d2a65b716112cdf80ffb55601ac3412781d263270cc>]
> *On Behalf Of *Linda Koch
> *Sent:* Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
> just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers
>
>
>
> *Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper
> newspapers do not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.*
>
>
- This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our
>
last fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not
>
forthcoming after the new director and the budget committee met and found
>
that we had little money to spare.
>
- Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
>
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our
>
weekly city newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online
>
archival copies only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable
>
alternative.
>
> *I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history
> librarians who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing
> newspapers*. Here is some background.
>
>
- Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years
>
1856 to 1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is
>
not able to compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of
>
focus, unflattend, or folded pages.

>
- We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will
>
disintegrate or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and
>
minimizing and eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our
>
limited space.
>
- Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in
>
a workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space
>
wanted for other uses.
>
> *Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers?*
> My situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund
> any microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
>
>
- Any* suggestions would be appreciated.*
>
> *Thank you,*
>
>
>
> -> Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
>
> Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
>
> Allegan District Library
>
> 331 Hubbard St.
>
> Allegan, MI 49010
>
> 269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
>
> www.alleganlibrary.org
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.alleganlibrary.org/
&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=a4df50ec721eff450c2fa251c877fd6507a623b3947767fac6a6db600cdb45a0>
>
> Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
>
> My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
>
> Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books,
> or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
>
>
>
> NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended
> recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any
> unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you
> are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email
> and destroy all copies of the original message.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/
c20710a8/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Aug 21 12:19:18 2014
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 12:19:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm,
just digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our
newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXYGpOEYq+EPczYD0_=c1f5q6gjx1_vbYwN_W8EdyoKtQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWtYUYA_ZbBg8+P5aPDxEBpgPLFaFb4=eeuHimoeDY+DA@mail.gmail.com>
<84e83d79ffd345f882ce1db2f7ec12cd@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86424F1732@w12089.ldschurch.org>
<004801cfbd4e$82451d20$86cf5760$@irclibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhXYGpOEYq+EPczYD0_=c1f5q6gjx1_vbYwN_W8EdyoKtQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <008901cfbd5b$a8c462f0$fa4d28d0$@irclibrary.org>
This affects all small town collections which is what I am guessing is a majority
in America. Hearing what FS and New York are doing is not a good reason for me to
jump in and digitize. My opinion ? I think everyone is getting caught up in the
excitement of access to information (me too!). But is anyone looking into the
future? At least, I know my original documents are safe in their boxes (hopefully
no hurricanes come along), and on three rolls of microfilm, one on site, one at
Iron Mountain, PA and a master in a undisclosed place. I can also duplicate if an
earthquake takes out the mountain!

I am still not sure about the cloud which is a business that could go under along
with all my stuff. Or my back up drives, which have broken down at least three
times in the last five years and we lost everything on the drive. Yes we did back
it up to the county drives, but now they say we are taking up too much space. My
CD?s that I thought were safely created 5-7 years ago are now in jeopardy because
of software and age. Staff and volunteer time is immeasurable.

I get phone calls from vendors that will provide services for digitizing, etc., but
they do not get it. It takes too much staff time to prepare the records.

Talk about money going out the window!! It has cost us $75,000-150,000 (over the
last 5 years) to purchase equipment, hire professionals for scanning, and a lot of
staff time and stress when equipment does not work. I am sure that I am low balling
that amount.

I need a better plan and a more secure future before I invest any more. Oh, and
after all that, none of my digitized records are online except for the indexes
created by my wonderful volunteers. Researchers have to come in-house to use our
records.

I hear another collection (30,000+ pages) calling me!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 11:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Again, I feel compelled to comment. If you can find a RELIABLE microfilmer that is
a big plus. I cannot tell you how much sleep (and hair!) I lost wondering if items
could be digitized, and how they were going to be preserved, refreshed, accessed
and the like. I am not kidding - sloppiness has lost more records and useful items
than theft and accidents. FS is a special case - they are worldwide. A local
library and society has more limited concerns, and for sure less funding.
It;s high time that we all talked about this. Maybe I will do a roundtable at next
year's statewide archivists conference!
Larry Naukam

On Thu, Aug 21, 2014 at 10:45 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
After reading this, I could not sleep. Thanks David!! <g>

My concern ? do we really have a crystal ball that can tell us that the present and
future technology will preserve our documents? Are we really talking to each other
about this?

In recent months, I have talked to State and local archivists, and they STILL say
they will continue to microfilm. In fact, my vendor that I use told me they are
busier than ever before. So, I am getting mixed messages on this issue.

Truthfully, I am staying with microfilm and will do what I can to find the money
until I retire. There are side issues to all of this. How can we predict the future
when based on the past, we have seen technology come and go so quickly?

Why are we allowing the market to dictate the preservation of our records?

A pessimist or realist.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 <tel:772-770-5060%20x4148>
Email:

- Fax 772-770-5446

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David E. Rencher
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 10:18 PM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

I reached out to our micrographics team who has extensive experience in this arena.
Here is their viewpoint:

Susan?s comments are indicative of our experience as well. FamilySearch, which
started microfilming in 1938 as the Genealogical Society of Utah, is no longer
capturing images in microfilm format. This year the last of the microfilm cameras
used by FamilySearch have been retired. All of our remaining 275+ cameras are
capturing in digital format. Microfilm capture of newspapers is particularly
expensive, since most will require 35mm microfilm to adequately capture the text of
a full newspaper page. There are only a few companies that still manufacture 35mm
microfilm cameras, and the cost of the film has risen exponentially over the past
several years due to lack of demand and increases in the cost of oil (polyester
film). The price of a microfilm camera will often exceed the cost of digital camera
equipment. If you can obtain older film cameras you will find that part
replacement is expensive if available at all. Print film is also becoming more
difficult to find and commensurately more expensive

While many lament the passing of microfilm, the digital age is upon on us. Digital
images can be duplicated at a fraction of the cost of film duplication with no
degradation of image quality for which microfilm is subject to. The commercial
costs of scanning film are also not insignificant and can sometimes come close to
equaling the cost of original film capture.
For those who want to scan the film
themselves, the cost of film scanning equipment is significant ($40-$90K).

Whether we wanted to convert or not, the imaging industry has made the decision for
us and we have to look for ways to make digital work. Significant financial
investment is being made to research and develop digital preservation that will
match the safety and peace of mind that microfilm gave us. While the passing of
microfilm was unplanned, it is certain and we need to move on.
David E. Rencher
Chief Genealogical Officer, FamilySearch

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:40 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Before you go very far with this, check out the availability and price of

microfilm, microfilm processing and microfilm duplicating. See if microfilming
cameras and other equipment are available, and if you are lucky enough to find it,
look for a vendor to repair and service microfilm equipment.

In spite of archivists? fervent pleas to maintain microfilming as the best and
safest method of long-term preservation, the entire microfilm industry is dying
before our eyes. We have been microfilming in-house all of the state?s weekly
(anything less than daily, some are two or three times a week) newspapers for many
years. West Virginia University did also. WVU stopped microfilming and started
buying duplicates of our film (also in-house). We had been buying commercially
produced microfilm of the major daily papers. That commercial microfilm is no
longer available, so we started filming those papers also.

Now we are looking at astronomical prices for film and for developing, and finding
repair and service for microfilming equipment is almost impossible. Did I mention
we have been subscribing to every newspaper in the state for many years, and
funding is tighter and tighter? Draw your own conclusions.

I could write a huge list in support of the value of preserving local newspapers,
let alone the major city ones, but if there is no money and nothing to buy even if
there was money, there?s no point.

I think I?m going through the five stages of grief over this, and I just showed
myself I am not as far out of the anger stage as I thought.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://mailto:genealib-bounces
%40mailman.acomp.usf.edu&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=35c89033da75c2f26a9d0d2a65b716112cdf80ffb55601ac3412781d263270cc> ] On Behalf

Of Linda Koch
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Need help to address comment "No need to microfilm, just
digitize" and look for grants to microfilm or digitize our newspapers

Please help me find pros and cons for the perception that our paper newspapers do
not need to be microfilmed, just digitized.
*
This year an anticipated funding for microfilming and digitizing our last
fourteen years of paper copies of our weekly city newspapers was not forthcoming
after the new director and the budget committee met and found that we had little
money to spare.
*
Someone told our new director that we did not need to microfilm our
newspapers, just digitize them or subscribe to an online version of our weekly city
newspaper. I checked with our city newspaper, which has online archival copies
only back to March of 2014, so that is not a viable alternative.
I would like comments from genealogists, archivists, or local history librarians
who have made decisions about microfilming and digitizing newspapers. Here is some
background.
*
Our old microfilm copies of Allegan, Michigan newspapers are years 1856 to
1999, and many/most reels are dreadful. Even our ScanPro 2000 is not able to
compensate for many overdeveloped, too dark to read, out of focus, unflattend, or
folded pages.
*
We do have our original paper copies, but I fear that they will disintegrate
or leave over time, as they are kept in a hot storeroom, and minimizing and
eradicating unused items is now a priority to utilize our limited space.
*
Our newer paper copies (2000-2014) are stored in archival boxes in a
workroom, but papers are yellowing more each year, and they take up space wanted
for other uses.
Where would I look for grants to microfilm and digitize our newspapers? My
situation: I have been told that our library will need grants to fund any
microfilming or digitization of our newspapers
*

Any suggestions would be appreciated.

Thank you,

-Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org

<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.alleganlibrary.org/
&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=P7Q48L1%2BMKFP6ynpz5js
%2FPvg5A69CGPwzSVz7HMP9Y8%3D%0A&m=zJSARwKbPwJpd74HubxyHlnYwIhSQLt5zmCC4NXt4jw%3D
%0A&s=a4df50ec721eff450c2fa251c877fd6507a623b3947767fac6a6db600cdb45a0>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school year-books, or money
to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/05fae2c4/
attachment.html>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Aug 21 12:23:29 2014
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2014 16:23:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical publications to pass along
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A5C8E2@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
I have a patron who is scanning all of her genealogical magazines and then gives
them to me. If any of these are of use in your libraries, please let me know and I
will try and get them to you.
*
McDonough County Genealogical News Quarterly (Macomb, IL) - Summer 20112014 (looks like current issue)
*
2014
*

Dotre av Norge: Preserving our Norwegian Heritage - Sep/Oct 2012-May/June
Ohio Genealogical Society Quarterly - 1 issue, Dec 2006

*

OGS Genealogy News - Jan/Mar 2006-Summer 2007

*

Nebraska Ancestree - Sep/Oct/Nov 2009-Dec/Jan/Feb 2010 & Mar/Apr/May 2014

I am hoping to be able to mail these off in the next two days so I can clean off my
desk before I take a short vacation.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4160
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140821/
c2cfc98f/attachment.html>
From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Fri Aug 22 16:32:20 2014
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2014 20:32:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Municipal Year Book
Message-ID: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF041C8905@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
We received a donation of The Municipal Year Book covering 1980-1993. While it
doesn?t exactly fit our collection I can see researchers using it for other types
of research. If we had unlimited space I would likely add it, but since we don?t I
thought I would solicit other opinions.
Feel free to email me directly.
Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646

dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140822/25928cd6/
attachment.html>
From drusso at russell.lioninc.org Fri Aug 22 16:34:10 2014
From: drusso at russell.lioninc.org (drusso at russell.lioninc.org)
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2014 16:34:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Out of the office
Message-ID: <65e4501afdf1488285c863d82ef2ebf1@049930c621454f8da8576e44e351bed7>
I will be out of the office starting Aug. 19th. I will return to work on Aug. 25th.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140822/5582cbf0/
attachment.html>
From Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org Mon Aug 25 14:52:02 2014
From: Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org (Bessler, Lori B - WHS)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 13:52:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and Volunteers
Message-ID:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89024D4384FB@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
The Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives is happy to provide another
series of FREE webinars for librarians and volunteers who work in libraries or
museums. Register at the following links:
Sept. 11, 2:00 to 3:00 Ancestry.com
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6899111468692393217
Sept. 17, 2:00 to 3:00 FamilySearch.org
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4706143223674562305
Sept. 30, 2:00 to 3:00 Wisconsinhistory.org
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3525735027884951041
All webinars will be recorded and made available until Dec. 31, 2014 to all who
register. You do not have to attend at the time of the webinar to take advantage
of this great learning opportunity.
Another series will run in January/February 2015.
please contact me.

If you have ideas on topics,

Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140825/2434006f/
attachment.html>
From librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org Mon Aug 25 15:39:32 2014
From: librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org (Melissa Tacke)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 15:39:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Books free to a good (library) home
Message-ID: <00a501cfc09c$4c039c90$e40ad5b0$@org>
Hello all,

We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists of
books on offer are attached. Please contact me if your library is interested
in any of these materials. Pick up at the Schenectady County Historical
Society, or we can send them by mail for the price of postage (Library
Rate).

Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials or if you
have any questions.

Best,

Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305
518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistorical.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140825/432316f2/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Books on Offer from SCHS - 8.25.2014.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 68096 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140825/432316f2/
attachment-0001.xls>
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Mon Aug 25 15:43:27 2014
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 15:43:27 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Books free to a good (library) home
In-Reply-To: <00a501cfc09c$4c039c90$e40ad5b0$@org>
References: <00a501cfc09c$4c039c90$e40ad5b0$@org>
Message-ID: <53FB91DF.17509.90CBB33@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
I don't need any of these, but you should burn the Gustave Anjou book. Read here
for more:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustave_Anjou
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
On 25 Aug 2014, Melissa Tacke wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello all,
We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and
duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists of books on offer
are attached. Please contact
me if your library is interested in any of these materials. Pick up
at the Schenectady County
Historical Society, or we can send them by mail for the price of
postage (Library Rate).
Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials
or if you have any questions.
Best,
Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305
518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistorical.org

From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Mon Aug 25 16:05:53 2014
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 20:05:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books free to a good (library) home
In-Reply-To: <53FB91DF.17509.90CBB33@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
References: <00a501cfc09c$4c039c90$e40ad5b0$@org>
<53FB91DF.17509.90CBB33@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Message-ID:
<a9e1c2cc759a47b3a04791edbce7739f@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Well, I wouldn't burn it, but I wouldn't have it on the shelves to browse. People

need to be able to verify whether something written about their family history was
taken from Anjou's "research" and is therefore suspect.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bill Teschek
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 3:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Books free to a good (library) home
I don't need any of these, but you should burn the Gustave Anjou book. Read here
for more:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustave_Anjou
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
On 25 Aug 2014, Melissa Tacke wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello all,
We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists
of books on offer are attached. Please contact me if your library is
interested in any of these materials. Pick up at the Schenectady
County Historical Society, or we can send them by mail for the price
of postage (Library Rate).
Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials or
if you have any questions.
Best,
Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305 518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistorical.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lmoree at baycountyfl.gov Mon Aug 25 16:32:08 2014
From: lmoree at baycountyfl.gov (Laura Moree)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 15:32:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and Volunteers
In-Reply-To:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89024D4384FB@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
References:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89024D4384FB@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
Message-ID: <BB459AADF417BA4090E53E77443AD5AB024C3CB42AEB@nt-mbx-01>
In case you are interested.

I may try to register for the first two, as well.

~Laura Moree
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bessler, Lori B - WHS
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 1:52 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and Volunteers
The Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives is happy to provide another
series of FREE webinars for librarians and volunteers who work in libraries or
museums. Register at the following links:
Sept. 11, 2:00 to 3:00 Ancestry.com
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6899111468692393217
Sept. 17, 2:00 to 3:00
FamilySearch.orghttps://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4706143223674562305
Sept. 30, 2:00 to 3:00 Wisconsinhistory.org
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3525735027884951041
All webinars will be recorded and made available until Dec. 31, 2014 to all
who register. You do not have to attend at the time of the webinar to take
advantage of this great learning opportunity.
Another series will run in January/February 2015.
please contact me.

If you have ideas on topics,

Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>

Please Note: Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you
do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone
or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140825/
e7f05c77/attachment.html>
From lmoree at baycountyfl.gov Mon Aug 25 16:33:36 2014
From: lmoree at baycountyfl.gov (Laura Moree)
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2014 15:33:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Oops: Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and
Volunteers
In-Reply-To: <BB459AADF417BA4090E53E77443AD5AB024C3CB42AEB@nt-mbx-01>
References:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89024D4384FB@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
<BB459AADF417BA4090E53E77443AD5AB024C3CB42AEB@nt-mbx-01>

Message-ID: <BB459AADF417BA4090E53E77443AD5AB024C3CB42AEC@nt-mbx-01>
I apologize for the goof...trying to forward to someone else.
*Hangs head in shame*
~Laura Moree
From: Laura Moree
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 3:32 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and Volunteers
In case you are interested.

I may try to register for the first two, as well.

~Laura Moree
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Bessler, Lori B - WHS
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 1:52 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy webinars for Librarians and Volunteers
The Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives is happy to provide another
series of FREE webinars for librarians and volunteers who work in libraries or
museums. Register at the following links:
Sept. 11, 2:00 to 3:00 Ancestry.com
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6899111468692393217
Sept. 17, 2:00 to 3:00
FamilySearch.orghttps://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4706143223674562305
Sept. 30, 2:00 to 3:00 Wisconsinhistory.org
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3525735027884951041
All webinars will be recorded and made available until Dec. 31, 2014 to all
who register. You do not have to attend at the time of the webinar to take
advantage of this great learning opportunity.
Another series will run in January/February 2015.
please contact me.

If you have ideas on topics,

Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>

Please Note: Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you
do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request,

do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone
or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140825/6c53a658/
attachment.html>
From tneel at ogs.org Tue Aug 26 10:20:51 2014
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Tue, 26 Aug 2014 10:20:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Genealogical Librarians' Seminar
Message-ID: <000601cfc138$f19b7460$d4d25d20$@ogs.org>
The Ohio Genealogical Society's 11th Annual Genealogy Librarians' Seminar
will be held Friday Oct. 17, 2014 from 9:30 to 3:30 at the OGS Library, 611
State Route 97 W, Bellville OH (exit 165 on I-71). This is an educational
gathering for professionals who work in the genealogical and local history
field in Ohio's libraries. This year's theme is "Libraries for Today's
Researcher". The first session, "Working with Local Court Records," will be
given by Tom Neel, OGS Library Director. Derek Davey, Lourdes University,
will then speak on "Using Social Media in your Local History & Genealogy
Room." OGS interns Nancy Strayer and Aaron Turner will tell what is involved
in placing a digital project on the free Omeka software. Marcus Ladd (Miami
University) and Phil Sager (Ohio History Connection) will then give us a
tour of the more professional content management software - ContentDM.
Mini-topics this year will be Tom Neel giving a tour of the "Civil War 150
Exhibit" in the OGS Library, or Bvenitta Williams, Seminar Chair, leading a
discussion on "What is a Patron Looking for When they Arrive?" The day will
close with a session by Eric Honnefer, BGSU Center for Archival Collections,
on "Preservation of Archival Materials." The fee is $25 (includes lunch) or
$15 without lunch. OGS Chapter librarians, public librarians, and even
out-of-state librarians are welcome. The OGS library (60,000 volumes) is
open 9 to 5 for research at no charge for attendees or their friends coming
with them. Registration and more details at
www.ogs.org/events/2014genlibseminar.php
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140826/68cc07df/
attachment.html>
From msims4 at sbcglobal.net Tue Aug 26 20:35:33 2014
From: msims4 at sbcglobal.net (Micki Dischinger)
Date: Tue, 26 Aug 2014 19:35:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Mary Whitney Phelps Tent No. 22 Ancestors Book
Message-ID: <006d01cfc18e$d109f040$731dd0c0$@net>
Mary Whitney Phelps Tent No. 22, Daughters of Union Veterans of the Civil
War, 1861-1865 in Springfield, Missouri is close to publishing their
ancestors book. The name of the book will be True Union. We are now taking
orders for the book but we must have 200 orders by October 1st to publish.
This is a one-time only printing.

Pertinent information about the book:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
after

500+ pages
160 individual sketches from 126 past and current members
Title of the book is Union True
The book will be an 8 1/2 x 11 size with color hard cover
Book will include an every name index
We must have 200 orders to publish the book.
Cost of the book will be $35.00 plus $3.50 for postage
Payment must be sent by October 1 (checks will be held and returned
Oct 1 if enough orders are not received)

Send checks to:
Fran Black, Treasurer
12269 Highway T
Marionville, MO 65705-7120

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140826/37384baf/
attachment.html>
From kcarrier at tadl.org Wed Aug 27 09:38:43 2014
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 09:38:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training purposes?
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Greetings all,
I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access to
the databases.
Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that would
ensure a "Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however, says that
can't do that (tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't offer a
regular "temporary" A.com account.
Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or
does everyone have personal accounts that they use.
Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do the
PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being able to
use a target person from someone in the audience.
Thanks,

Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8538 fax
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140827/3f89671e/
attachment.html>
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Aug 27 09:43:20 2014
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 13:43:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E7D5D8@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Try contacting Kim Harrison kharrison at ancstry.com.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

[email_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2014 9:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training purposes?
Greetings all,
I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access to the
databases.
Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that would ensure a
"Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however, says that can't do that
(tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't offer a regular "temporary" A.com
account.

Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or does
everyone have personal accounts that they use.
Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do the
PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being able to use a
target person from someone in the audience.
Thanks,
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8538 fax
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140827/
a7a60e04/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5371 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140827/
a7a60e04/attachment.jpg>
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Aug 27 09:43:55 2014
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 13:43:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A8E7E5E6@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
kharrison at ancestry.com<mailto:kharrison at ancestry.com> sorry mistyped!

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

[email_signature]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2014 9:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training purposes?
Greetings all,
I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access to the
databases.
Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that would ensure a
"Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however, says that can't do that
(tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't offer a regular "temporary" A.com
account.
Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or does
everyone have personal accounts that they use.
Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do the
PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being able to use a
target person from someone in the audience.
Thanks,
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8538 fax
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140827/
d91151e4/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5371 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140827/
d91151e4/attachment.jpg>
From agh3rd at aol.com Wed Aug 27 09:48:48 2014
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 09:48:48 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8D19014C2C20A34-2630-31A24@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
To the best of my knowledge, Ancestry doesn't offer 'temporary/teaching

accounts" of any kind other than the free trial accounts.

-----Original Message----From: Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 8:39 am
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
Greetings all,
I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access
to the databases.
Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that
would ensure a "Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however,
says that can't do that (tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't
offer a regular "temporary" A.com account.
Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or
does everyone have personal accounts that they use.
Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do
the PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being
able to use a target person from someone in the audience.
Thanks,
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan ?49686 ?USA
231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8538 fax
_______________________________________________genealib mailing
listgenealib at mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/li
stinfo/genealib
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Aug 27 10:35:22 2014
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)

Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 10:35:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <8D19014C2C20A34-2630-31A24@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<8D19014C2C20A34-2630-31A24@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <D0236442.7C29%dsmith@usf.edu>
Actually, they do under certain circumstances for K-12 and higher ed. I
was able to do this for a university library science class I taught a year
ago.
As someone else has already mentioned, the Ancestry.com person to contact
is Kim Harrison. Be aware that she may be at the FGS conference in San
Antonio the rest of this week.
Drew Smith
University of South Florida
On 8/27/14, 9:48 AM, "agh3rd at aol.com" <agh3rd at aol.com> wrote:
>To the best of my knowledge, Ancestry doesn't offer 'temporary/teaching
>accounts" of any kind other than the free trial accounts.
>
>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org>
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 8:39 am
>Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
>purposes?
>
>
>Greetings all,
>
>
>I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access
>to the databases.
>
>
>Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that
>would ensure a "Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however,
>says that can't do that (tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't
>offer a regular "temporary" A.com account.
>
>
>Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or
>does everyone have personal accounts that they use.
>
>
>Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do
>the PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being
>able to use a target person from someone in the audience.
From harrisonkim at q.com Wed Aug 27 11:54:47 2014
From: harrisonkim at q.com (Q)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 09:54:47 -0600

Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <D0236442.7C29%dsmith@usf.edu>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<8D19014C2C20A34-2630-31A24@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
<D0236442.7C29%dsmith@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D218022B-951E-4313-A202-DB672111F0EB@q.com>
Good morning,
Drew is correct I am at the FGS conference this week.
to me at kharrison at ancestry.com.

You may send all questions

Let me answer this question to this. For temporary access to show Ancestry Library
Edition request should be directed to ProQuest. Ask for a trial access and explain
why you need it. These request should permit a time frame of 2-3 days in advance
if not more.
Kim
Senior Account Executive
Ancestry Library Team
Kharrison at ancestry.com
Sent from my iPad
> On Aug 27, 2014, at 8:35 AM, "Smith, Andrew M." <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
>
> Actually, they do under certain circumstances for K-12 and higher ed. I
> was able to do this for a university library science class I taught a year
> ago.
>
> As someone else has already mentioned, the Ancestry.com person to contact
> is Kim Harrison. Be aware that she may be at the FGS conference in San
> Antonio the rest of this week.
>
> Drew Smith
> University of South Florida
>
>> On 8/27/14, 9:48 AM, "agh3rd at aol.com" <agh3rd at aol.com> wrote:
>>
>> To the best of my knowledge, Ancestry doesn't offer 'temporary/teaching
>> accounts" of any kind other than the free trial accounts.
>>
>>
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org>
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 8:39 am
>> Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
>> purposes?
>>
>>
>> Greetings all,
>>
>>
>> I am speaking at a local school about Ancestry and wanted *live* access
>> to the databases.
>>

>>
>> Our library subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that
>> would ensure a "Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however,
>> says that can't do that (tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't
>> offer a regular "temporary" A.com account.
>>
>>
>> Has anyone on the list been able to get a temporary/teaching account or
>> does everyone have personal accounts that they use.
>>
>>
>> Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for this. I'll do
>> the PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the same as being
>> able to use a target person from someone in the audience.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From taneya at gmail.com Wed Aug 27 13:20:26 2014
From: taneya at gmail.com (Taneya)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 12:20:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Webinar for Indexing HBCU Student Newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CAJcBF=z1=xV=rHd=DVtxBU79vJkxJVWOtPAEFRdK+atLVA3R1Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJcBF=z1=xV=rHd=DVtxBU79vJkxJVWOtPAEFRdK+atLVA3R1Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJcBF=y=2rrWh3Pv+sfx_pT6O9DfgdpwUPTtv0-AXKfDFFYh-A@mail.gmail.com>
Good afternoon everyone,
I'm presenting a free webinar on behalf of the Nashville Chapter of the
Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society that may be of interest
for genealogy libraries, particularly if you're planning indexing efforts
or have yet to begin! I will be demonstrating the indexing process for our
HBCU History Newspaper Project. The project aims to capture the precious
information that resides within historical issues of student newspapers
from historically black colleges and universities. We are relying
primarily on volunteers to help out and this provides us an opportunity to
explain how to contribute.
The webinar will be from *10-11am CST on Saturday, September 6th*. We have
details on the society blog at
http://www.aahgsnashville.org/hbcu-indexing-workshop/. No registration is
required, but you have several options for signing up for reminders prior
to the webinar (details on the blog).
Hope you can attend!
-*Taneya Y. Koonce, MSLS, MPH*
TNGenWeb State Coordinator -www.tngenweb.org
NCGenWeb Asst. State Coordinator & Webmaster -www.ncgenweb.us
FLGenWeb Asst. State Coordinator -www.flgenweb.org
KYGenWeb County Coordinator -kykinfolk.com/mclean/
Technical Director - Afro-American Historical & Genealogical Society,
Nashville Chapter -www.aaghsnashville.org
My Genealogy Blog -http://www.taneya-kalonji.com/genblog
Find Me on Facebook -http://www.facebook.com/taneya

Talk to Me on Twitter -http://www.twitter.com/taneya
Our Website -http://www.taneya-kalonji.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From agh3rd at aol.com Wed Aug 27 14:32:48 2014
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 14:32:48 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Online Webinar for Indexing HBCU Student Newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CAJcBF=y=2rrWh3Pv+sfx_pT6O9DfgdpwUPTtv0-AXKfDFFYh-A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJcBF=z1=xV=rHd=DVtxBU79vJkxJVWOtPAEFRdK+atLVA3R1Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJcBF=y=2rrWh3Pv+sfx_pT6O9DfgdpwUPTtv0-AXKfDFFYh-A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8D1903C6F4B3F7C-2630-33ACD@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
Hi Tanya,
Please be sure to post a notice of the Hangout in the Google+ Community
"User2User-LIVE!" [http://user2user] in the "Members Hosted HOAs
category. Looking forward to this.
-----Original Message----From: Taneya <taneya at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 12:20 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Online Webinar for Indexing HBCU Student Newspapers
Good afternoon everyone,?
I'm presenting a free webinar on behalf of the Nashville Chapter of the
Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society that may be of
interest for genealogy libraries, particularly if you're planning
indexing efforts or have yet to begin! I will be demonstrating the
indexing process for our HBCU History Newspaper Project. ?The project
aims to capture the precious information that resides within historical
issues of student newspapers from historically black colleges and
universities. ?We are relying primarily on volunteers to help out and
this provides us an opportunity to explain how to contribute.?
The webinar will be from 10-11am CST on Saturday, September 6th. We
have details on the society blog
at?http://www.aahgsnashville.org/hbcu-indexing-workshop/. No
registration is required, but you have several options for signing up
for reminders prior to the webinar (details on the blog).?
Hope you can attend!?
-Taneya Y. Koonce, MSLS, MPH
TNGenWeb State Coordinator -www.tngenweb.org
NCGenWeb Asst. State Coordinator & Webmaster -www.ncgenweb.us
FLGenWeb Asst. State Coordinator -www.flgenweb.org
KYGenWeb County Coordinator -kykinfolk.com/mclean/
Technical Director - Afro-American Historical & Genealogical Society,
Nashville Chapter -www.aaghsnashville.org
My Genealogy Blog -http://www.taneya-kalonji.com/genblog
Find Me on Facebook -http://www.facebook.com/taneya
Talk to Me on Twitter -http://www.twitter.com/taneya
Our Website -http://www.taneya-kalonji.com?

_______________________________________________genealib mailing
listgenealib at mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/li
stinfo/genealib
From agh3rd at aol.com Wed Aug 27 14:34:20 2014
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 14:34:20 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <D0236442.7C29%dsmith@usf.edu>
References: <CAB0Jr2RukXFEZcaDyd=t5E8gpMcN92aq=9XYz1itz7FWeKDUwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<8D19014C2C20A34-2630-31A24@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
<D0236442.7C29%dsmith@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8D1903CA509B468-2630-33B06@webmail-d247.sysops.aol.com>
Thanks Drew! I'll have to scold my insider sources at ACOM for not
telling me about this! ;)

-----Original Message----From: Smith, Andrew M. <dsmith at usf.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 9:35 am
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
Actually, they do under certain circumstances for K-12 and higher ed.
Iwas able to do this for a university library science class I taught a
yearago. As someone else has already mentioned, the Ancestry.com
person to contactis Kim Harrison. Be aware that she may be at the FGS
conference in SanAntonio the rest of this week.Drew SmithUniversity of
South FloridaOn 8/27/14, 9:48 AM, "agh3rd at aol.com" <agh3rd at aol.com>
wrote:>To the best of my knowledge, Ancestry doesn't offer
'temporary/teaching>accounts" of any kind other than the free trial
accounts.>>>>-----Original Message----->From: Katheryn Carrier
<kcarrier at tadl.org>>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>Sent: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 8:39
am>Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for
training>purposes?>>>Greetings all,>>>I am speaking at a local school
about Ancestry and wanted *live* access>to the databases.>>>Our library
subscribes to Ancestry Library Edition so I hoped that>would ensure a
"Sure, we can do that" response. Today's email however,>says that can't
do that (tied to ALE due to IP restrictions) but didn't>offer a regular
"temporary" A.com account.>>>Has anyone on the list been able to get a
temporary/teaching account or>does everyone have personal accounts that
they use.>>>Me, I'm not willing to set up a trial account just for
this. I'll do>the PowerPoint/screen shot route but it's just not the
same as being>able to use a target person from someone in the
audience._______________________________________________genealib
mailing
listgenealib at mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/li
stinfo/genealib

From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Aug 27 14:46:17 2014
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 14:46:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Please Distribute
In-Reply-To: <EC6DF779-8CF5-4352-A2C5-2D409571C21F@gmail.com>
References: <EC6DF779-8CF5-4352-A2C5-2D409571C21F@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALSepZb4jx-Ho-7NhedKdsLukNCyw9+6z3SyzWbOV4SdgAOVNg@mail.gmail.com>
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Christina <manzo.christina at gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 27, 2014 at 10:51 AM
Subject: Please Distribute
To: "genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hello! This is Christina Manzo from the emerging Crowdsourcing Consortium
for Libraries and Archives project supported by the IMLS. Could you send
the following message to the people on your listserv?
Thanks!
On behalf of our partners at Dartmouth College and Boston Public Library,
we are pleased to announce the launch of an exciting new initiative, funded
by the Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS), that will examine
how libraries, archives, and museums, can most effectively use
crowdsourcing techniques to augment their collections and enhance their
patrons? experience!
This initiative, provisionally entitled the Crowdsourcing Consortium for
Libraries and Archives (CCLA), will employ a series of meetings and
webinars to collect, examine, and share the most recent, cutting-edge
technologies, tools, and platforms and accompanying best practices in the
field. The goal of the CCLA is to create a forum that enables all
interested stakeholders to join a national conversation about the most
pressing needs and challenges regarding the development and deployment of
crowdsourcing technologies in the cultural heritage domain.
As a first step in this process, we want to hear from you!
The CCLA team invites you to take *a short 10-minute survey*
<https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CGHJL7B> to share your thoughts on the
current state of crowdsourcing in libraries, museums, and other cultural
heritage institutions. Your opinions and insights will directly inform the
agenda of upcoming CCLA activities and events, influence the discourse of
current and future discussions, and have the potential to translate into
real-world applications.
Thank you!
P.S.To stay informed about upcoming CCLA events, please follow us on
Twitter: @crowdconsortium
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From ihansen at wisc.edu Wed Aug 27 20:31:17 2014
From: ihansen at wisc.edu (Irene Hansen)
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2014 17:31:17 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary id/pw for Ancestry acess for training
purposes?
In-Reply-To: <7730b0bfce6d2.53fe7840@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
References: <mailman.28303.1409164370.6444.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<76d0d517c8b69.53fe7563@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<76d0af2fcff1d.53fe759f@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<76d0b883cb5d3.53fe75dc@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<7550cdb0cc0c0.53fe761a@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<73d0e3f0c89ac.53fe7657@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<7740a24dcc47e.53fe7694@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<73d0a3accaede.53fe76d2@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<73d0fa02c82ff.53fe770f@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<76e084edca272.53fe774c@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<753096f6cc1a7.53fe7789@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<76d0cae6caede.53fe77c6@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<76e091cecf4c5.53fe7803@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
<7730b0bfce6d2.53fe7840@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
Message-ID: <76c08a74ccee6.53fe15e5@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
When I taught several online "Library Services for Genealogists" continuing
education courses over a few summers, I asked Proquest for trial access to Ancestry
Library Edition for the class, explained the purpose for this access. Proquest
granted temporary access the first few times, but then told me they stopped
granting this kind of access, which was frustrating for the students. I believe
that was in 2010, so their policy may have changed in the last four years.
Irene Hansen
Reference Librarian
Wisconsin Historical Society
Madison, WI
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Aug 29 15:24:53 2014
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri, 29 Aug 2014 19:24:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (September 2014)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD1101B04B02@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
September 2014
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx>.
Please note that we reopen for Sunday service on September 7.

We are closed for

the Labor Day weekend, August 30-September 1.
HIGHLIGHTING RELIC'S
REVOLUTIONARY WAR RESOURCES
RELIC has a range of basic sources to help researchers identify ancestors who
served in the American Revolution (1775-1783).
For a list of many of the titles
we offer see the following link: Revolutionary
Genealogy<http://librarycatalog.pwcgov.org/polaris/search/searchresults.aspx?
ctx=1.1033.0.0.3&type=Keyword&term=revolution
%20genealogy&by=SU&sort=CALL_AU&limit=TOM=*&query=&page=0&searchid=5> . Since our
collection is focused on Virginia, soldiers from the Commonwealth are especially
well represented, but a number of our resources cover the entire nation. Our
materials include books, maps, CD-ROM databases, and microfilm.
In addition, we have a single-user subscription to
www.fold3.com<http://www.fold3.com> which allows our patrons to access in-house the
myriad documents at the National Archives that have been digitized, including
Revolutionary War service records, pension files, and final payment vouchers.
Our subscription to www.binnsgenealogy.com<http://www.binnsgenealogy.com> allows
access to images of Virginia tax lists for the period after 1782, which can also be
important evidence for Revolutionary era patriotic service.
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by
the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. To be notified of upcoming programs
and new resources in RELIC, visit
eNotifications/subscribe<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/
subscribe.aspx> and select Library - What's New in RELIC. Unless otherwise
stated, all these programs will take place at the community room at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to
90 minutes. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2
at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
For details see RELIC
Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELICPrograms.aspx>.
September 11, 11 a.m. - The DAR Library: Researching the Revolution and Beyond,
with Eric Grundset.
September 20, 7-11 p.m. - RELIC After Dark, with John Colletta. $
September 30, 7 p.m. - Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics, with Tish Como.
October 9, 11 a.m. - Genealogy 101: Getting Started, with Beverly Veness.
October 28, 7 p.m. - The Men Who Lost America, with author Andrew Jackson
O'Shaughnessy.
November 18, 7 p.m. - Before Virginia: Finding the Origins of Colonial Immigrants,
with Victor Dunn, CG.
"Genealogy Doctor": free counseling (contact us for an appointment).
For a comprehensive list of upcoming genealogical programs scheduled in the
Washington metropolitan area we recommend you see Harold's List, compiled monthly
by genealogist Harold McClendon of Mount Vernon, Virginia:
http://mvgenealogy.org/PDFs/Upcoming_Genealogy_Events.pdf or email him at haroldm
at erols.com<mailto:haroldm at erols.com> to subscribe.

THE DAR LIBRARY: RESEARCHING
THE REVOLUTION AND BEYOND
Presented by Eric Grundset
DAR Library Director Eric Grundset will present a program at Bull Run Regional
Library on Thursday, September 11, 2014, at 11 a.m. describing one of the nation's
largest collections devoted to genealogy and local history and its potential value
for your research.
Since its founding in 1896, the Daughters of the American Revolution Library has
grown into a huge specialized collection of American genealogical and historical
manuscripts and publications, as well as powerful on-site databases. The library,
open to all, is located in Washington, D.C. Non-members pay a small research fee.
To register for this free program please contact RELIC at Relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:Relic2 at pwcgov.org>, or at (703) 792-4540.

REGISTRATIONS NEARLY FULL FOR
TENTH ANNUAL "RELIC AFTER DARK"
FEATURING JOHN PHILIP COLLETTA.
There are still a few seats available for our special fall event. Our tenth annual
"RELIC After Dark," will be held on Saturday evening, September 20, 2014, from 7 to
11 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library. We've engaged nationally known genealogist
and popular speaker John Philip Colletta to return after a five year absence. His
topic: "Is Any Body There? - Tracking Ancestral Remains."
It is a humorous
account of some of his experiences searching for burial places of ancestors, along
with lessons on finding ancestral graves and conducting genealogical research in
general. The event, costing $25 per person, will include a buffet dinner, with
assorted beverages, and allow opportunity to do your own genealogical research
using RELIC's facilities. Enjoy free printing from electronic resources and from
microfilm reader-printers. Seating is limited, so please contact RELIC staff at
relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> or 703-792-4540 to make a
reservation.

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
Presented by Tish Como
Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your
family's history.
Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your
family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from
online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books.
RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Tuesday, September 30, at 7 p.m., at
Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org>.
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
Presented by Beverly Veness
Those curious about their family history have an opportunity to learn about
methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots. This free 90-minute
program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, will highlight the
numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC and will explore basic
techniques for tracking ancestors.

This program will also be presented at Bull Run Regional Library, on Thursday,
October 9, at 11 a.m. To register please contact RELIC at Relic2 at
pwcgov.org<mailto:Relic2 at pwcgov.org>, or at (703) 792-4540.

NOTED AUTHOR TO TALK ABOUT
HIS AWARD-WINNING BOOK ON
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
On Tuesday, October 28, at 7:00 p.m., we welcome noted author Andrew Jackson
O'Shaughnessy, Ph.D., who will talk about his book "The Men Who Lost America:
British Leadership, the American Revolution and the Fate of the Empire." This
title won Dr. O'Shaughnessy both the 2014 George Washington Book Prize, which
recognizes the year's best books on the nation's founding era, especially those
that have the potential to advance broad public understanding of American history,
and the 2014 New York Historical Society's annual American history book prize. He
is the Vice President of the Thomas Jefferson Foundation, Saunders Director of the
Robert H. Smith International Center for Jefferson Studies and Professor of History
at The University of Virginia.
To reserve a seat for this free program, please contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org>.
BEFORE VIRGINIA:
FINDING THE ORIGINS OF COLONIAL IMMIGRANTS
Presented by Victor Dunn
Determining a Virginia immigrant's origins can be a challenge.
Certified genealogist Victor Dunn will show what sources and techiques are
available to take your Virginia ancestry across the ocean. The program will be
held on Tuesday, November 18, at 7 p.m. at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, please contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org>.

"Genealogy Doctor" Accepting Appointments for Research Help
Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.
Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
Bull Run Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, June to August (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm. Closed Federal holidays. On
September 7 we'll resume Sunday service, noon-5pm.
#
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